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Executive summary
Introduction – What is Our Place, Western Sydney?
‘Our Place, Western Sydney’ was a collaborative project between the Centre for Educational
Research, University of Western Sydney, the UN Regional Centre of Expertise in Education
for Sustainability Development, Greater Western Sydney, and the Office of Environment
and Heritage, NSW. The project was designed to find out how community sustainability
educators and community members can be assisted to achieve environmental and
sustainability outcomes in the region. It was organised in two stages. Stage 1: Community
educators, aimed to investigate how community sustainability educators in the Western
Sydney region are engaging with their communities and how they can support their
communities to get more involved in looking after their local places. Stage 2: Community
members, aimed to find out what local places are important to communities in western
Sydney and how to support community members to look after their local places. This
report summarises the activities of Stage 2 of the Our Place Western Sydney project.

The project
Our Place, Western Sydney Stage 2 was designed to explore the question: How can we
facilitate members of the communities of western Sydney to get involved in sustainability
activities and in the protection of their natural environments?
The project aimed to:

 Contact relevant community organisations, groups and stakeholders
 Identify local priority issues for community sustainability
 Map community achievements and find out what new skills are required
 Develop potential community projects and options for support and funding
 Strengthen communities by developing connections between community members
around the local environment

 Evaluate the pilot study and refine the process to apply in other locations

Methodology
Place as framework
In the recent restructuring of the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) the organisation
has moved from a state-based (governance) approach to a place-based (regional approach)
in their planning and activities (NSW 2021). The project was framed within the concept of
Place in alignment with the current directions of the Office of Environment and Heritage
and the structure of RCE, Greater Western Sydney.
Places connect people. Using Place as a conceptual framework provides a common
language across different language and cultural groups. Place provides a link between local
concerns and global issues. People’s relationship to Place is a way to engage community
members on an emotional and spiritual level. The geographic place of this project is the
Western Sydney region, defined as including eight local government areas – Hawkesbury,
Blue Mountains, The Hills, Penrith, Blacktown, Parramatta, Holroyd, and Auburn. In Our
Place, Stage 1 it became clear that we needed to divide the region into clusters of local
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A community forum
was held within
each of the clusters.
Community members
were invited to bring
an object to tell the
story of what places
matter to them.

government areas with similar sustainability challenges. We used a map to group the eight
local government areas into three clusters according to distance from the centre of Sydney
and apparent population density.
This resulted in an Outer Western Sydney cluster (Hawkesbury and the Blue Mountains)
characterised by low population density and large areas of rural and wilderness land;
Mid Western Sydney cluster (The Hills, Penrith, Blacktown) characterised by mid density
population, peri-urban development and new housing estates; and Inner Western Sydney
(Auburn, Holroyd, Parramatta) characterised by high population density, highly urbanized
environments and smaller total land areas. Each cluster was anticipated to have their
own sustainability and local environment issues. The project applied this place-based
framework to trial a process of community investigation and engagement through a series
of community forums.

Methods
The methods of Stage 2 involved designing and conducting a community forum in each
cluster in order to find out what places matter to the community, to identify community
needs in relation to looking after their places, and to trial a process for the development
of small collaborative projects using seed funding. The methods generally fell into
three distinct phases – 1) Recruitment; 2) Place and Needs Identification; and 3) Project
Development.

Recruitment of community members
Our Place Western Sydney used a collaborative approach between the project partners to
identify appropriate organisations, groups and stakeholders in order to involve as many
community members as possible. Community educators involved in Stage 1 of the project
were invited to provide input into recruiting potential participants. In collaboration with the
organisations and groups, appropriate venues, times and modes of invitation/advertising
were developed. An invitation flyer was emailed through stakeholders’ distribution lists and
posted across public spaces such as community halls, shopping centres and noticeboards.

Community forum
A community forum was held within each of the clusters. Community members were
invited to bring an object to tell the story of what places matter to them. Each forum
developed a sequence from individual participants identifying what places matter to them
to discussing their needs in relation to looking after their places in small groups of 6-8
community members. Community members then engaged in developing collaborative
projects to look after their local places in an Open Space Technology process facilitated by a
skilled OST facilitator (see Appendix 1 for further information).

Project development
The process of developing collaborative projects began in the community forums using
the Open Space Technology process and continued after the forum with the submission of
project templates by community participants, the assessment of projects for seed funding,
and the tracking of projects as they were implemented.

Summary analysis
Recruitment
Different recruitments methods were found to be effective for the different clusters
in western Sydney. For the Outer West forum there were established networks in the
Hawkesbury LGA area but tapping into community networks in the Blue Mountains LGA
required personal contacts through the project officer from Stage 1. In the case of the Mid
West all recruitment methods failed due to a disconnect between community educators
and their local communities, and between the three local government areas in the cluster
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– Penrith, The Hills and Blacktown which had diverse rather than similar demographics as
the peri-urban areas developed differentially. Recruitment for the Inner West forum built on
vibrant connections between well connected community educators working in both paid
and volunteer capacity. The Inner West educators from Stage 1 were able to call on strong
local networks of people connected within their own local groups. Local groups came
together and some new links were formed.
Common elements of the recruitment process lead to some generalisations about the
engagement of community members. In all cases, tapping into networks of people who
are already connected is crucial. This is even moreso where the networks are already
established for the purpose of carrying out sustainability initiatives in relation to local
places. The reach of these networks varied according to population density with connected
community members in the Outer West travelling some 50 kilometres to a forum across
large local government areas; people in Mid West failing to connect across much smaller
LGAs; and in the Inner West, concentrations of people attending from a single interest
groups due to the presence of dense local connections. All other methods of recruitment
(email distribution, advertisement in local papers, public flyers) resulted in a very small
number of additional participants.

The places
community members
identified as
important to them
fell into three broad
categories according
to the distance from
their home and the
nature of the place:Local places, Regional
places, and Global
places.

Community forum
Participants
The Our Place, Western Sydney Stage 2 Community Forums were attended by a total of
67 community members across the three western Sydney regions:- 27 in Outer West, 25
in Inner West and 15 in the single LGA of Penrith. Community members identified their
affiliations for the purposes of recruitment with some interesting differences emerging
across the three clusters. In the Outer West a greater proportion of community members
indicated they belonged to a community organisation while in the Inner West a larger
number identified with a workplace organisation. A Table in the body of the report shows
the affiliations of participants in the three community forums.

Places that matter
The strongest identification of places that matter emerged with those community
members who brought objects along to tell the story of their places. The objects included
a jar of clear water; a block of Blue Mountains sandstone; pebbles from the Nepean River;
and a jar of dried eucalypt leaves painted with miniature Aboriginal symbols, among many
others. While participants who brought objects spoke powerfully and emotionally about
their places of attachment, community members in the Inner West chose not to bring
objects, possibly due to the different nature of their local places and therefore the different
nature of their attachments.
In the workshop discussions of places that matter, a total of 115 places were identified by
the total of 67 participants. In the Outer West region, 27 participants identified 56 Significant
Places, 15 Mid West participants recorded 17 places significant to them, whilst in the Inner
West 42 significant places were mentioned by 25 participants. The places community
members identified as important to them fell into three broad categories according to the
distance from their home and the nature of the place:- Local places, Regional places, and
Global places. Local places included backyards and workplaces; regional places included
bird and fish habitat places and parks; and global places included planetary issues such as
global warming, and ‘country’ understood in the Aboriginal sense. Discussions of country
yielded the connecting ideas of ‘the downstream concept’; ‘passing through country’;
‘mulching the community’; and ‘reading the country’. These concepts are described in detail
in the body of the report.
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The process of
facilitating the
development of
collaborative projects
involving community
members from
different organisations
and groups was a
significant outcome
of the community
forums.

Needs for looking after places
Community members interestingly identified what places need in relation to being looked
as well as their personal or group needs for looking after the places that mattered to them.
Examples of things they needed to do to look after their local places community members
included growing food in their own backyard, using alternative transport. Education at
all levels was expressed as a common need including getting the message out to young
people and to children who will take the message home, integrating sustainability in
schools, TAFE and university, linking to local history and heritage, and building on tourism
to engage people. Experiential activities in education were favoured and the need to meet
people where they are and accept slow change were emphasised. Connecting to country,
as mentioned previously, was identified as an important strategy by a mixed group of
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal community members.

Developing collaborative projects
The process of facilitating the development of collaborative projects involving community
members from different organisations and groups was a significant outcome of the
community forums. Discussion in the forums generated a large number of possible projects
that coalesced into actual practical project proposals during the process of building
collaboration. The process of collaborative project formation was a magic moment of
transformation from many individual initiatives to collective and collaborative group
projects. Ongoing support was required for collaborative project development after the
forum, including assistance for community members to complete the simple project
template, develop a budget, and apply for funding. The transfer of funds was complicated
because of the auditing procedures required by the funding institution and the lack of
knowledge and capacity of community members and newly formed community groups to
receive public money. The projects that were funded took longer in their development and
implementation than was imagined at the outset. Many of the project discussions initiated
in the forums are ongoing with projects developing into different forms depending on the
availability of people and funding.
The ongoing support of these projects and the further development of collaborative
projects resulting from discussions initiated in the forums is continuing through the
brokering work of the UN Regional Centre for Expertise in Education for Sustainable
Development, Greater Western Sydney (RCE GWS). The system of United Nations Centres
around the world is intended to build connections between local sustainability initiatives
across a region and to connect regions around the world to gain greater momentum for
transformative change.

Conclusion
The Our Place Western Sydney Stage 2: Community project met its aims of recruiting
community members to engage in community forums to identify the places that matter
to them and the needs they have in relation to looking after their local places. Community
members identified immediate local places, regional places and global place connections
that mattered to them. They interestingly focussed on what community members in
general need to do to look after these places and what the places themselves need in order
to be cared for. Education for all ages and at all levels was identified as the one common
and abiding need across all groups in terms of looking after local places.
The development of collaborative projects enabled community members to enact their
specific needs in relation to looking after their local places and the large number of projects
initially proposed is evident of the range of needs. These were framed in terms of small
amounts of project funding but also the need for networking and support of both experts
and volunteers.
The basic model was found to be successful however, ongoing evaluation and refinement
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of the model for use in other places was carried out throughout the project. The methods
of recruitment were modified in the mid west community forum for areas where there
is little established community activity and interest in sustainability and environmental
initiatives. The timing, venue and form of the community forums was also adapted
according to the nature of the communities with significant differences between outer rural
and wilderness areas, peri-urban areas, and urban areas with high migrant populations.
The process of Open Space Technology was uniformly successful in forming collaborative
projects, however the support required for community-based project development
extended way beyond the scope of the Our Place project in all cases.

Education for all ages
and at all levels was
identified as the one
common and abiding
need across all groups
in terms of looking
after local places.

Recommendations
1. The provision of resources, education and support for the development of small
community based projects
A key recommendation of the project is that the development of small collaborative
projects is a key to building grass roots community engagement in looking after local
places, however, resources, support and education are required for community members
to engage successfully in these projects for the long term benefit of community and
environment.
2. The evaluation of community-based projects for short term, medium term and
long term outcomes
All of the community-based projects generated through Our Place, Western Sydney are
currently in process with some significant potential outcomes in terms of community
engagement and ownership in the enactment of their vision for environmental and
social sustainability. A planned process of evaluation is required to assess the short,
medium and long term outcomes of these projects.
3. The evaluation of the model itself will need to be carried out once it has been
implemented across a number of regions
Currently the development and trial of the model is completed in Western Sydney, is
nearly finished in the Hunter Region and is in process in the southern Murray-Darling
Basin. These three regions will constitute a significant trial of the model to assess its
usefulness for state-wide implementation.
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Introduction

What is Our Place, Western Sydney?
Stage 2 aims to find
out what local places
are important to
community members
and how to support
them to look after
their local places.

Our Place, Western Sydney is a collaborative project between the Office of Environment and
Heritage, the Centre for Educational Research, University of Western Sydney, and the United
Nations Regional Centre for Expertise in Education for Sustainable Development, Greater
Western Sydney (RCE, GWS). The project is organised in two stages – Stage 1: Community
educators and Stage 2: Community members. Stage 1 of the project aimed to identify
how community-based environmental and sustainability educators in the Western Sydney
region are engaging with their communities and how they can support their communities
to get more involved in looking after their local places. Stage 2 aims to find out what local
places are important to community members and how to support them to look after their
local places. Community educators participating in Stage 1 are connected with community
members participating in Stage 2 through the research process. This report summarises the
activities of Stage 2 of the Our Place Western Sydney project.
Our Place, Western Sydney was developed in the context of the transition from a state-based
(governance) model to a region-based (place) model for the Office of Environment and
Heritage. For this purpose the western Sydney region is defined as comprising eight local
government areas: The Blue Mountains, Hawkesbury, Penrith, Blacktown, The Hills, Auburn,
Holroyd and Parramatta.
In asking the question How can environmental and sustainability educators engage
community members in looking after their local places? in Our Place, Stage 1 it became
clear that we needed to divide the region into clusters of local government areas with
similar sustainability challenges. We grouped the eight local government areas into three
clusters according to distance from the centre of Sydney and apparent population density.
This resulted in an Outer Western Sydney cluster (Hawkesbury and the Blue Mountains)
characterised by low population density and large areas of rural and uninhabited land;
Mid Western Sydney cluster (The Hills, Penrith, Blacktown) characterised by mid density
population, peri-urban development and new housing estates; and Inner Western Sydney
(Auburn, Holroyd, Parramatta) characterised by high population density, highly urbanised
environments and smaller total land areas. Each cluster was anticipated to have their own
sustainability and local environment issues. Stage 2 applied the same place-based model to
engage community members in forums about looking after their local places.
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The project

Our Place, Western Sydney Stage 2: Community
Our Place, Western Sydney Stage 2 was designed to explore the question: How can we
facilitate members of the communities of western Sydney to get involved in sustainability activities
and in the protection of their natural environments?
The project aimed to:

 Contact relevant community organisations, groups and stakeholders
 Identify local priority issues for community sustainability
 Map community achievements and find out what new skills are required
 Develop potential community projects and options for support and funding
 Strengthen communities by developing connections between community members
around the local environment

 Evaluate the pilot study and refine the process to apply in other locations

Methodology
Place as framework
In the recent restructuring of the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) the organisation
has moved from a state based (governance) approach to a place-based (regional approach)
in their planning and activities (NSW 2021). The project was framed within the concept of
Place, aligning it with the new directions of the Office of Environment and Heritage and the
structure, the RCE, Greater Western Sydney.
Places connect people. Using Place as a conceptual framework provides a common
language across different language and cultural groups. Place provides a link between local
concerns and global issues. People’s relationship to Place is a way to engage community
members on an emotional and spiritual level. The geographic place of this project is the
Western Sydney region, defined as including eight local government areas – Hawkesbury,
Blue Mountains, The Hills, Penrith, Blacktown, Parramatta, Holroyd, and Auburn. In Our
Place, Stage 1 it became clear that we needed to divide the region into clusters of local
government areas with similar sustainability challenges. Eight local government areas
were clustered into three according to distance from the centre of Sydney and apparent
population density.

Using Place as a
conceptual framework
provides a common
language across
different language
and cultural groups.

Methods
The methods of Stage 2 involved designing and conducting a community forum in each
cluster in order to find out what places matter to the community, to identify community
needs in relation to looking after these places, and to trial the development of small
collaborative projects using seed funding. The methods generally fell into three distinct
phases – Recruitment, Places and Needs Identification and Project Development. While
these phases differed slightly in each of the clusters, a general outline is provided in the
following.
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Recruitment of community members
The project used a collaborative approach between the project partners to identify
appropriate organisations, groups and stakeholders in order to involve as many community
members as possible. Community educators involved in Stage 1 of the project were also
invited to provide input about recruiting potential participants. In collaboration with the
organisations and groups, appropriate venues, times and modes of invitation/advertising
were developed. A flyer invitation was designed in collaboration with research partners
(OEH and RCE, Western Sydney). The flyer (an example is illustrated in Figure 1) was used
as the primary method of recruitment. It was emailed through stakeholders’ distribution
lists and posted across public spaces (such as community halls, shopping centres and
noticeboards).
Figure 1: Example of
recruitment flyer

Community forum
A community forum was held within each of the clusters. Each forum developed a
sequence from individual participants identifying their local places and discussing their
needs in relation to looking after their places in small groups and developing collaborative
projects in an Open Space Technology process (see Appendix 1 for further information).
Workshop groups of 6-8 participants were led by facilitators selected from the community
educators who participated in Our Place, Stage 1 and research team members. The
workshop group discussions were followed by the facilitation of collaborative project
development using an Open Space Technology process by trained OST facilitators. An
example of the full day Community Forum program is included in the Appendices.

Project development
The process of developing collaborative projects began in the community forums using
Open Space Technology and was continued after the forum with the submission of project
templates by community participants, the assessment of projects for seed funding, and
the tracking of projects for the project duration. While the budget for project funding was
minimal ($10,000 across three forums) and the follow up of these small projects was beyond
the scope of this study, some data has been collected in relation to the implementation
of projects and their ripple effect. This provides some evaluation data in relation to the
community forum process.
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What did we find?

Recruitment
Recruitment of community members to participate in the community forums is at the core
of the question about how to engage with community members in looking after their
local places. In this context community members are being recruited to both engage in
questions about looking after their local places and in a research project. Initial recruitment,
therefore, was explored to attract community members interested in looking after their
local places, and then a follow up email explained the nature of their participation in the
research project. A variety of options were explored for initial recruitment which differed in
the three locations. Initial recruitment included social media postings, paid advertisements
(local newspapers), email distribution lists, flyers posted in public noticeboards, and
personal/professional contacts.

Recruitment of
community members
to participate in the
community forums
is at the core of the
question about
how to engage with
community members
in looking after their
local places.

Outer west: how to engage community members
The recruitment of participants for the first forum in Outer Western Sydney began
approximately four weeks leading up to the scheduled forum on Saturday 24 November.
The recruitment process consisted of five approaches:

 Email distribution: Local community groups and councils were contacted and sent
colour copies of the flier, they were encouraged to attend and to send the flier out
through their own memberships

 Display of fliers: the flier was posted across a number of community notice boards (for
example, shopping centres, libraries and community centres)

 Social media: UWS – Yammer, University webpage, UWS Facebook page, Office of
Sustainability newsletter

 Newspaper advertisements: an advertisement was posted in local newspapers (Blue
Mountains Gazette and Hawkesbury Courier)

 Personal networks: Karin Mackay Project Officer for Stage 1 of the Our Place project;
connection to the local Blue Mountains area
The types of local community groups contacted in the Hawkesbury and the Blue Mountains
included organizations both affiliated with, and not affiliated with, local environmental
issues:

 Affiliated: Bushcare and Landcare groups, Hawkesbury Rainforest Network, Hawkesbury
Environment Network, Australian Association of Bush Regenerators, Western Sydney
Conservation Alliance, Willow Warriors, Catchment Management Authority, Earthcare,
Permaculture Sydney West

 Non-affiliated: Country Women’s Association, Rotary, Lions Club, Macquarie Town Arts
Society, Chamber of Commerce
Twenty seven community members participated in the Outer West forum from the
Hawkesbury and Blue Mountains local government areas.

Stage 2: Community
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Mid west: recruitment failure
...there are no
spontaneous
environmental
sustainability
initiatives in the
Penrith LGA and those
that are initiated by
the Council are hard
to sustain.

Following the success of the Outer West Forum the planning for the Mid West Forum
began early in February 2013 with a forum scheduled for Saturday 16 March 2013 at UWS
Kingswood. Given the success of the first forum the recruitment techniques for the Mid
West Forum similar methods of recruitment were employed with the addition of a 100
primary and secondary schools added to the emails distribution. The recruitment was not
successful with only two confirmed participants a week prior to the forum so the forum
was cancelled and a different approach was adopted. It was decided to focus on Penrith
LGA only. Two community members – a sustainability officer from Penrith City Council
and a local Early Childhood Education Centre Director were interviewed about possible
recruitment strategies and both agreed that there is a very low level of engagement with
environmental sustainability activities. According to Penrith City Council officer there are no
spontaneous environmental sustainability initiatives in the Penrith LGA and those that are
initiated by the Council are hard to sustain. The Council spends as much time and resources
on recruiting for their activities as they do on conducting them and they had specific
recommendations for the timing, duration and venue and possible recruitment strategies as
follows:

 Limit forum to two hours
 Conduct on Thursday night in conjunction with late night shopping
 Venue adjacent to Westfield Shopping Centre
 Meet contact people of likely groups individually
 Discuss potential outcomes up front
Specific groups contacted included Senior Citizens Groups Penrith; Penrith Lakes Regatta
Centre; Sustainability Street participants; Previous council workshop participants; Mamre
House St Marys; Greening Australia; St Clair Community Centre; Muru Mittigar Aboriginal
Education and Culture Centre; Alternate Energy Association and the Henry Doubleday
Centre; and the Bass Fishing Club. The second recruitment method resulted in a successful
community forum with 15 community participants.

Inner west: trial a new process
A third recruitment process was trialed for the Inner West forum because of the energetic
and connected nature of the Inner West educator focus group. The project leader
contacted each of the educators to elicit their support for the forum. One of the educators
with strong community connections was employed on a short term contract basis to
assist with identifying a suitable community friendly venue and methods of recruitment.
The venue chosen was the Ginger Restaurant, Harris Park. The forum was scheduled for
Saturday morning for four hours followed by a catered lunch. An invitation flier was posted
on community notice boards and circulated at a Western Sydney Environmental Educators
Network (WSEEN) monthly meeting. Twenty five community members participated in the
Inner West forum.

Evaluation of recruitment methods
Recruitment methods evolved in relation to the nature of the particular cluster in which the
recruitment was taking place with different methods working in the Outer, Mid and Inner
clusters. In the case of the Outer West forum there were established networks in the
Hawkesbury area linked through the UN RCE but it was not until we tapped into established
community networks in the Blue Mountains LGA through the project officer from Stage 1
that Blue Mountains community members became involved. In the case of the Mid West
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there was found to be little connection between the three local government areas –
Penrith, The Hills and Blacktown and little connection between the community educators
and their local communities except in the case of Blacktown which identified more with the
Inner most urban cluster. A focus on a single local government area of Penrith revealed that
connections needed to be individually and personally established resulting in a small forum
with a diverse group of local people who did not know each other and who had no prior
connections. Recruitment for the Inner West built on vibrant connections between people
in the inner, more densely populated suburbs of the Parramatta LGA. These connections
did not appear to extend into other suburbs.
Some common elements of the recruitment process lead to some useful generalisations
about the recruitment and engagement of community members. In all cases tapping into
networks of people who are already connected is crucial. This is especially true where the
networks are already established for the purpose of carrying out sustainability initiatives
in relation to local places. The networks of community sustainability educators, whether
paid or volunteers, were an important and vital part of recruitment strategies but the
connections to these educators had to be established previously in Stage 1. The reach of
these networks varied according to population density with community members in the
Outer West travelling some 50 kilometres to a forum across large local government areas;
people in Mid West failing to connect across much smaller LGAs; and in the Inner West
a concentration of people from one LGA connected due to the presence of dense local
connections. All other methods of recruitment (email distribution, advertisement in local
papers, public flyers) resulted in a very small number of participants.

Stage 2: Community

A focus on a single
local government area
of Penrith revealed that
connections needed
to be individually and
personally established
resulting in a small
forum with a diverse
group of local people
who did not know
each other and
who had no prior
connections.
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Community forums
Community members: Who participates?
Our Place Stage 2 Community Forums were attended by a total of 67 community members
across the three western Sydney regions. The Outer West Forum held at UWS Hawkesbury
campus attracted 27 local residents. The Inner West Forum conducted at Ginger Indian
Restaurant, Harris Park was attended by 25 community people and the Mid West Forum
was host to 15 local participants at the Penrith Library Theatrette.
The following figure provides an overview of the number of participants in each of the
community forums in terms of how they defined their connection to their community. All
were firstly a local community resident whilst for some in addition to this, they nominated
an affiliation with an active community group/s and/or to their work place within the
region. In terms of all participants (N=67) those with no affiliation, work or a community
group membership were fairly evenly distributed across the regions. However there were
variations across the forums according to their nominated affiliations.

60
50
Outer West

40

Mid West

30

Inner West

20

Total

10
0
Citizen –
No Affiliation

Citizen –
Work Affiliation

Citizen –
Community Group

Work and
community

Figure 2: Number of participants and the type of affiliation/s to local places

The Figure shows that a larger proportion of community members in the Outer West forum
nominated affiliation with a community group and a larger proportion of community
members in the Inner West nominated affiliation with a workplace. This is most likely
due to the larger numbers of community groups operating in the Blue Mountains and
Hawkesbury areas as opposed to those working in sustainability roles while the Inner West
is characterised by a larger number of workers in the field. There was less variation in the
Mid West for community member’s affiliations to work or community groups.
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Places that matter
The first section of the community forum was designed as a workshop for community
members to explore what local places matter to them and their needs in looking after those
places. Participants were encouraged to bring along an object which best represented their
local place and to use this object to introduce themselves and their places. The discussion
of identifying places was recorded and transcribed and the discussion about needs was
scribed in note form.
In the Outer West region, 27 participants identified 56 significant places, 15 Mid West
participants recorded 17 places significant to them, whilst in the Inner West 42 significant
places were mentioned by 25 participants. An analysis of the group discussion
transcriptions revealed that the places that matter to community member participants
clustered around local places (including their home, locale and work places), regional places
requiring travel to reach and the world as the overall place of significance, that is, global
places.
The following table provides a summary of the specific places identified by community
member participants in each of the three regions.
Table 1: Places that matter to community member participants per region

Places that matter
Proximity

Outer West

Mid West

Inner West

Local place

Home place
 Own backyard (Leura or anywhere I am
physically)
 Yarramundi
 Kurrajong (own land and creek)
 Springwood,
 Backyard interfaces with National Park
 Nepean River

Home place
 My backyard
 Emu Heights where ridge meets Nepean
River
 St Claire local area
 people’s homes

Home place
 My backyard
 Any open space with greenery around
our area
 Gums in street
 Bike path
 My street, nature strips - planting trees
and vegetables
 North Parramatta (3 generations of my
family have lived there)
 Local school in Auburn
 Auburn Park
 Impeesa Bush Reserve (behind my
backyard)
 Own streets

Workplace
 Educating students about sustainability
at Uni,
 Earth Care Centre, Hawkesbury Campus
UWS

Workplace
 Early Childhood Education Centre near
the River
 Mamre House
 McCarthy High
 Regatta Centre

Workplace
 Ginger Indian Restaurant
 Harris Park Community Centre as a
volunteer
 Local Korean community Centre
 Early Childhood Education Centre Auburn

Stage 2: Community
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Places that matter
Proximity

Outer West

Mid West

Inner West

Regional
place

 Capertee Valley, Cox River (past history)

 The Rock Lookout (to view and
photograph the Nepean River)
 Regatta Centre (recreation)
 Green Bridge (proposal)
 EarthCare Centre
 Nepean River











Hawkesbury
 The River Farm, UWS Hawkesbury,
Streeton’s Reach, Hawkesbury River, water
& jetty at North Richmond, Scheyville
National Park and Longneck Lagoon,
Melaleuca Wetland
 Hawkesbury Bird Habitats; 33ha declared by
International Bird Assoc.,
 All of Hawkesbury

Waddangarli Reserve
Parramatta Park
Cumberland Plain Woodland
Bush and wild places
Places with sand and water
Parramatta River
Lake Parramatta
Community Gardens in LGA
Parramatta Cafe precinct

Blue Mountains
 Blue Mountains Community Garden,
Lookout at Hawkesbury Heights,
Woodlands, Mt Tomah & Watershed &
Wollemi National Park, Colo-Gross Valley,
2 Bushcare sites - Mitchell Park, Florabella
Pass
Global place

 The environment generally and climate
change
 Connection to country

 Whole Planet (Climate);

A detailed account of the places that matter to community member participants within
each of the regions is provided in the next section.
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Outer West Community Forum
Twenty-seven community members attended the outer west forum and identified fifty-six
places that matter to them. Most community members in this forum embraced the placebased method of bringing along an artefact to introduce themselves, explaining their place
connection through their object, its significance to them and their place.

Objects – connecting people to local places
Inviting community members to bring an object
through which to introduce themselves and the
places that matter to them was a creative way of
connecting people to each other and to each other’s
places. The artefacts included a jar of clear water,
a set of maps of the Hawkesbury River catchment,
a photo of a feathertail glider, casuarina seed
pods, brightly coloured bird feathers arranged on
a white sheet of paper, eucalypt leaves painted
with Aboriginal symbols in a jar, various species
of native plants, a small block of sandstone, and a
baby tree fern. Participants were highly animated
when introducing their places through their objects
producing immediate intense level of connection
and engagement.
My Mum was Aboriginal ...we try and show kids the
understanding of the gum trees and in this jar some
of the paintings through great Aboriginal people
like Ellie [participant] ... so she paints things like
turtles which is a strong connection all the way back
through Kings Tableland, through Woodford and
Linden, over country into Faulconbridge. So there’s
this strong connection in country. So my desire is to
see these places regenerated.

Figure 3: Outer west artefact 1: painted leaves

‘‘

Hawkesbury region’s very
important for birds – native birds –
because it contains their habitats
of woodland and swampland. The
woodland especially has a couple
of endangered species – nationally
endangered species – which are the
Regent Honeyeater and Swift Parrot.

’’

Stage 2: Community

Figure 4: Outer west artefact 2: bird feathers
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‘‘

There’s a piece of sandstone and
that was just taken out of my backyard
just recently. That’s the beauty of the
mountains, is the sandstone, that’s the
very foundation of the mountains and
the colours, the whole lot of it, it’s just
absolutely beautiful.

’’

Workshop discussions
All participants engaged in the conversations around
what places mattered to them. The three categories
of significant local places were identified within
all three Forums and these related to the distance
Figure 5: Outer west artefact 3: Sandstone
between the participant’s home-base and their
significant place. In some instances participants
named more than one place in more than one category. The table below summarises the
places nominated by the participants in the Outer West as significant to them.
Table 2: Outer west community forum: places that matter

Location

Places that matter

Local place
(within walking distance)

Home place
 Own backyard (Leura or anywhere I am physically)
 Yarramundi
 Kurrajong (own land and creek)
 Springwood,
 Backyard interfaces with National Park
 Nepean River
Workplace
 Educating students about sustainability at Uni,
 Earth Care Centre, Hawkesbury Campus UWS

Regional place
(travel some distance)

 Capertee Valley, Cox River (past history)
Hawkesbury
 The River Farm, UWS Hawkesbury, Streeton’s Reach, Hawkesbury River, water
& jetty at North Richmond, Scheyville National Park and Longneck Lagoon,
Melaleuca Wetland
 Hawkesbury Bird Habitats; 33ha declared by International Bird Assoc.,
 All of Hawkesbury
Blue Mountains
 Blue Mountains Community Garden, Lookout at Hawkesbury Heights, Woodlands,
Mt Tomah & Watershed & Wollemi National Park, Colo-Gross Valley, 2 Bushcare
sites - Mitchell Park, Florabella Pass

Global place

16

 The environment generally and climate change
 Connection to country
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Local places (walking distance)
Home place
For the participants who mentioned their backyard as a significant place for planting and
replanting edible plants and endemic native species the sense of a ‘moral responsibility
to care’ was a recurring theme. This was proposed as most easily achievable in one’s own
backyard. For another person identification with ‘backyard’ was described as, ‘I have a
local place which is special which is where I live’ and another whose significant place was
‘anywhere I am physically’. The idea of extending beyond ones backyard but contained
within walking distance generated discussion involving neighbours.

‘‘

My local place is my backyard ... and for 15 years I’ve been trying
to eradicate all the environmental weeds on my block ... A lot of that
time has also been spent trying to help my neighbours to understand
their weeds as well and doing a lot of weed control for them and then
working in the interface behind my block with the national park.

The idea of extending
beyond ones backyard
but contained within
walking distance
generated discussion
involving neighbours.

’’

Another participant who brought casuarina cones as her object noted the Nepean River
(within walking distance) as a significant place and was able to connect this to other
significant places throughout her life. The Casuarina trees lining the Nepean River bank and
Casuarina cones collected from there and other locations provided the connecting tissue to
current and past history.

Work place
The University of Western Sydney campus was described by several participants as a
significant place for creating possibilities for future local community members to gain
education relating to sustainability and caring for the environment. UWS Hawkesbury
Campus, including the River Farm and the Earth Care Centre were the specific sites
mentioned enabling a cross disciplinary approach to sustainability education for students.

‘‘

The university has a 100 acre holding on the Hawkesbury River
called the Hawkesbury River Farm. ... It’s a place we’re redeveloping as a
collaborative learning place to pull together a whole range of themes
around sustainability which is heritage and cultural heritage, science,
as well as Indigenous education, as well as engineering.

’’

Discussions around engaging students in projects in actual local sites centred around the
possibilities for positive outcomes where caring for particular sites was critical.

Regional places (travel some distance)

Stories of both recreation and pleasure and concerns for local ecosystems and endangered
species were stated as signifiers for these regional places listed in the table above with the
majority of participants mentioning these in terms of the significance of the Hawkesbury
River and associated wetlands and/or the wilderness areas of the Blue Mountains.

Hawkesbury River
Connections to the River brought forth nostalgic recollections of family outings for
some community members and current family recreational experiences for others. This
significance was supported by the objects/artefacts nominated by the participants which
included maps, photographs of the river and actual river water itself. Other statements
about the significance of the Hawkesbury Riverlands included the local farms being the
‘food bowl’ for Sydney (Streeton’s Reach), areas where environmental damage has been
observed in one’s lifetime and places to maintain the corridors of wildlife through the

Stage 2: Community
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region and looking after the land and not concentrating on making money through
development. The removal of the woodlands throughout the Cumberland Plains and the
associated impact on bird habitats and farming communities were discussed as a matter of
urgency by the participants who were members of the Cumberland Bird Observers Club.
Their concerns were:

‘‘

Hawkesbury region’s very important for birds – native birds
– because it contains habitat of woodland and swampland. The
woodland especially has a couple of endangered species – nationally
endangered species – which are the Regent Honeyeater and Swift
Parrot. They occur here and there’s a lot of other pre-threatened
species hanging on in the woodland which are threatened state-wide.

My place is definitely
at the moment the
Blue Mountains. I think
it’s an extraordinarily
beautiful place and I
also think it’s a place
that is extremely
vulnerable because
unfortunately we’re
building like crazy.

Blue Mountains

’’

For the participants who proposed sites within the Blue Mountains, one quote typifies
the connection to the beauty of the mountains in contrast to the urban development
across Sydney and the Cumberland Plains: ‘My place is definitely at the moment the Blue
Mountains. I think it’s an extraordinarily beautiful place and I also think it’s a place that
is extremely vulnerable because unfortunately we’re building like crazy’. Other Forum
participants said that ‘the bush is very special to me’ and explained their affiliation with
Bush Care groups and identified the sites where they were involved in rehabilitation and
regeneration of these places. The Florabella Pass (walking from Warrimoo to Blaxland),
Mitchell Park, and the reserve at the top of Fitzgerald Creek Catchment were places where
gains to the environment were being observed. These included improving water quality in
Fitzgerald Creek (with a platypus sighting). Other significant places in the Blue Mountains
area included the Mt Tomah Botanical Gardens, Gross Valley at Colo, where participants
referred to the area’s Indigenous history and the value of plants within these areas. One
participant’s object, a baby tree fern, was a reminder about the value of endangered plants
such as the Wollemi Pine.

Global places

‘‘

Participants who were thinking beyond their immediate environment were advocating for
broader connections and outcomes.

’’

It’s not about one area. It’s about finding out how all this
connects. I think that in Australia we get, quite often, too caught up
in specific little areas and we don’t see the connection across
the whole country.

One of the main storylines throughout the four workshop groups in the Outer West was
‘connection’ and participants related examples and experiences of being connected to
place and people. This was further developed by one group of mixed Aboriginal and nonAboriginal community members.
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Local to regional to global place: connection to
country
There were six local community members at the discussion table #4, two of whom were
Aboriginal community members. The discussions within this group provided a different
meaning to place and its significance through ideas of interconnectedness. Several
concepts were proposed in this workshop as explained below.

The downstream concept
This concept was raised by one participant literally and metaphorically. Literally the story
related to how the damage from one area on the Hawkesbury/Nepean River system
impacted on the areas downstream. For example, pollution within the billabong wetland
at Mamre House would see the weeds eventually finding their way into the river. Similarly,
fertilisers and pollutants washed into the river from farms and households would affect
native wildlife and vegetation further downstream. Metaphorically, the downstream
concept referred to the flow on effect of people to others. What you do in your own
backyard or neighbourhood, affects the community and your suburb. This was discussed in
terms of having a responsibility to the land and other people. Problems therefore need to
be addressed at their source:

‘‘

Somewhere there’s a critical point, that you’ve got to go back, to
the source and repair it at the source, because in one sense it’s really
hard. ... the country is being polluted at critical points and destroyed
at critical points . Be it through government decision, be it through
money, be it through whatever, and those critical points, unless there is
a groundswell to say “we don’t want that to happen anymore”, it’s just
going to continue to happen.

Passing through country

Metaphorically, the
downstream concept
referred to the flow
on effect of people to
others. What you do
in your own backyard
or neighbourhood,
affects the community
and your suburb.

’’

The concept raised in the discussions relating to passing through country, symbolised
sharing and a responsibility and connection to others. This concept was also discussed in
both literal and symbolic ways. In the literal sense some resources and some people will
pass through one’s country. For example, ‘water from up north comes down south and
continues south so that everybody gets an opportunity’ to use the water. People can move
along the river and similarly be provided with opportunities during this move. Symbolically,
the concept was discussed in terms of land ownership and one’s backyard.

‘‘

I understand that we all need to eat and the concept is that
when I put my fence line up, therefore what’s inside that fence line
I get to own. And I think we need to change the mentality that this
country passes through, ... And I think we need to start getting that
out to people that, hey I know you have a fence, and I know you need
to grow the crops and we need to make a living but it needs to pass
through and you need to think of the person downstream.

’’

Both of these concepts concern the need for the individualistic consumption oriented
lifestyles to change for the good of others and the environment.
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Mulching the community
One of the participants coined the term mulching the community during the conversation
on the need to recycle and compost food waste and litter into soil to reinvigorate gardens
and backyards and how massive amounts of rubbish compromise the environment.
The concept was extended to reinvigorating the community’s places in a similar way to
mulching a garden.

Reading the country
Being able to read the country means seeing what is not normally immediately visible in
the landscape. It was suggested as a skill that enabled people to support the environment
to regenerate and also to avoid damage. An example was that underground water may in
fact feed particular places with water, that when these places are used for residential sites,
the diverted water will appear and create difficulties elsewhere. Reading the country would
avert this.

‘‘

…water underground, they don’t see that maybe something
used to feed their site and maybe someone’s cut that off, so we need
to read country to work out, okay, drought comes, but there must
be an upstream environment that would be still healthy and then it
regenerates.

’’

Summary
Naming the wellbeing
of the planet as a
whole as a primary
place of concern
was enthusiastically
discussed by one
group of Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal
participants.
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The artefacts brought along by outer west forum participants proved to be powerful
signifiers of their histories across time and extended spaces and in some cases, the
evolution to their connection to current local places. The discussions around the artefacts
generated interest and linked participants conceptually through understanding these
histories and current connections.
Throughout the discussions of places that matter, the ‘moral responsibility to care’ was a
recurring theme. This was proposed as most easily achievable in one’s own backyard and
then radiating outwards to neighbourhood and community and finally connecting to
country and a global consciousness. Identifying locales in many suburbs in the Hawkesbury
and villages in the Blue Mountains were places where most participants felt physically
connected and able to achieve sustainable living practices. Places of work nominated as
significant, such as the EarthCare Centre at UWS were those where education, sustainability
and caring for the environment went hand in hand. The significant regional places for the
outer west group centred on areas of distinct ecological systems such as bird habitats,
remnant Cumberland Plains, local wetlands and associated river systems and wilderness
areas. The challenges for these ecosystems resultant from urban development were a
particular focus. Finally, naming the wellbeing of the planet as a whole as a primary place
of concern was enthusiastically discussed by one group of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
participants. The interconnectedness of all places, local, regional and global lead to the
concepts ‘reading the country’, ‘passing through country’, ‘the downstream concept’ and
‘mulching the community’. These concepts encapsulated many of the ideas and concerns
raised throughout this forum.
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Mid West Community Forum
Fifteen local community residents attended the Mid West Form and proposed seventeen
places of significance. The Forum organisation was a whole of group format. Responding to
the different context for the Mid West Forum has resulted in a slightly different presentation
of the data and its analysis as outlined below.

Objects – connecting people to local places
Seven participants brought nine objects representative of their connection to their locality
and significant places. Seven of the nine objects related to the wetlands, river or lakes.
One participant also outlined what object he ‘should’ have brought and this related to his
backyard.

‘‘

I’ve actually brought two things –
a leaf because we have 80 to 100 year
old trees in the street where we are, and
we only have a small shade sail over our
sandpit and the rest of it is large trees
and we have real grass. I’ve also brought
pictures of when the river flooded last
year because what I was doing was
going down at lunch time – I’m happy to
pass those around – and taking photos
of those on my mobile phone and then
taking it back for the children so we
could watch the river rising.

‘‘

’’

Figure 6: Mid west artefact 1: photo book for pre-school children

My show and tell is river pebbles.
My place on the river is up on the corner
of Emu Heights where the ridge and
the river meet and I’m really fortunate
that I can walk by the river every day. My
issues around the river are the way that
the local neighbours use it as a dumping
ground. I’d really like if we could form
a small kind of residents group where
the people who actually live there have
access to the river and feel some kind of
sense of wanting to look after the
place.

’’
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Figure 7: Mid west artefact 2: river pebbles
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‘‘

Another thing too that I found
out recently that the riparian zone is
extremely important to - is these little
guys - platypus. Now I know there
was one caught a couple of years ago
in Penrith in the channel that leads up
to the sewerage works. I was talking
to a guy at the club on Tuesday night
and he said he saw one at Devlin’s
Lane not that long ago, so they are
still here but we really need to get
their riparian zone sorted because
without a good riparian zone they
cannot form their burrows so they’ll
just keep moving on.

Figure 8: Mid west artefact 3: platypus poster

Workshop discussions

’’

Table 3 below summarises the places that matter to the community member participants in
the Mid west.
Table 3: Mid west community forum: places that matter

Location

Places that matter

Local place
(within walking distance)

Home place
 My backyard
 Emu Heights where ridge meets Nepean River
 St Claire local area
 People’s homes
Workplace
 Early Childhood Education Centre near the River
 Mamre House
 McCarthy High
 Regatta Centre

Regional place
(travel some distance)







The Rock Lookout (to view and photograph the Nepean River)
Regatta Centre (recreation)
Green Bridge (proposal)
EarthCare Centre
Nepean River

The connection for participants to the Nepean River was a lynch pin in discussions of places
that matter. For this reason the discussion of the Mid West data focuses on the significance,
issues and concerns relating to the Nepean River and the Penrith Lakes.
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The Nepean River
Recreation
The impact of the river for recreation was a focal point for discussion within the group.
Daily walking the river bank, a love of the river, observing and photographing the river
from the Rock Lookout, fishing and connecting to the river through picnics and activities
on the river bank were all listed as signifiers and connectors of people to place. However
within this context, some concerns were also raised. Observing rubbish dumped on walking
trails, being active in responding to Council’s proposal for the Nepean Green Bridge, and a
lack of appreciation of the natural environment of the river bank as opposed to the ‘built’
environment were raised.

‘‘

We’re not really making use of the river for children ...We’ve got
lots of children visiting Coffee Club type places but we’ve got this great
natural environment and we should be encouraging children to visit
those places, have picnics and do the things that we did when we
were growing up.

Education

’’

For two participants, their role as educators brought them into contact with the River,
stating that connecting their students to the river was important. For an early educator,
involving pre-schoolers in walks to and observations of the River was a common
occurrence and this was highlighted by her object, a photograph of the Nepean River in
flood (closely located to the early education centre). The other was a secondary school
teacher who stated:

‘‘

The school does a lot of work in terms of educating the students
about the environment and particularly the connection with the river,
particularly our senior students go down and do research work as part
of their science.

’’

Other issues were raised where concerns for the River’s health reverberated.

Water

Water quality was raised as a major concern. As the ‘home’ for fish and other plant and
animal species the resulting impact of pollution on the balance of river ecosystems was
discussed. One participant recorded how the pollution in the billabong wetlands at Mamre
House was impacting on the water quality of the Nepean.

‘‘

I come from Mamre House which is out on Mamre Road. We’ve
got a lot of different things going on there but the one place that
matters to me is that we’ve got a billabong wetland system running
through the property and it’s completely trashed at the moment. You
name the aquatic weed we’ve got it and the challenge is to improve
the water there. To improve the water quality that it ultimately ends
up in the Hawkesbury Nepean. Removing some of the horses that we
have but also planting and removing some of the aquatic weeds.

’’
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Riparian zone
The impact of a healthy riparian zone on habitats for not only fish (the feeding zone), but for
the platypus populations along the river was highlighted.

‘‘

Most people don’t realise that 40 per cent of the bass’s food
comes from terrestrial, what falls in the river, insects and other things
like that. We are very active, we’ve spent probably five to 10 years there
cleaning the site up. The site is getting bigger.

’’

Clearing the riparian zone of lantana and willows and replanting with natives to restore a
healthy river bank engaged the participants in lively discussion.

‘‘

In summary, addressing the current issues with the Nepean River, the water itself and the
places along the river were a major concern. As one participant stated:

It would be great if people could realise how beautiful our river is
and how extraordinarily lucky we are, and how we could work together
to return the river to a much more pristine state, both the water but
also the places around the river that we get to enjoy.

’’

Penrith Lakes

Community participants who identified the Regatta Centre as a significant place believed
this required maintaining the health of the whole Lakes system and managing weeds and
nutrient flows (treated and untreated sewage) as a result of pollution, varying water levels
and rain events. Managing the aquatic weeds at the Regatta Centre was discussed in terms
of possibilities for recycling the weed ‘biomass’ into worm food.

‘‘

The project that we’re looking at is to extract the weed from the
Regatta Centre and turn it into something useful. There’s several ways
you can deal with biomass. You can distil it, you can ferment the sugars
out of it, but all of them have got some minor problems. One of the
main ideas is to just put it down and use it as food for a worm bed.

’’

Reference was made to the viability of a current plan whereby solar dryers would be set up
in one section of the Regatta centre where the weed would be harvested, dried and then
its use would be negotiated.

Backyards and beyond
Participants also mentioned their own backyards and neighbourhoods as significant and
more specifically mentioned how beginning in their backyard and then engaging their
community was important. For one couple, their own home-based sustainability practices
changed after attending a sustainability workshop.

‘‘

That changed our life from starting from home we want to
actually expand that in the community and I think just setting an
example and seeing what else we can do. ...we’ve actually made the
local paper a year or so ago on how we saved electricity, how we saved
water and so on. We’ve got a large garden there with 30 fruit trees,
multiple vegetable plots and so on.
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’’

For these participants connection to community groups was important (members of
Earth Care and ATA (Alternative Technology Association). Another comparable message on
home-based action was:

‘‘

I’m a big believer that a lot of the stuff you can control in terms of
sustainability is the stuff you can do in your own home. I think it’s easy
to get frustrated with global action and federal action on big environmental issues so the thing you can actually control is your home.

Summary

’’

The Nepean River was a consistent feature for all participants in the Penrith forum,
connecting a group of otherwise diverse and disconnected community members with
quite different agendas through their relationship to the River itself. The river featured
prominently in the artefacts participants brought along, consolidating feelings of
connection within the group, and across the Penrith local government area. Places that
matter radiated from individuals’ backyards to include neighbours and extended to work
and recreational spots along the Nepean River and Penrith Lakes. Water quality, weed
management and the river’s riparian zone were the concerns highlighted and special
places of work, local schools and Mamre House were seen as integral in connecting the
community to the wellbeing of the river, lakes and wetlands.
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Places that matter
radiated from
individuals’ backyards
to include neighbours
and extended to work
and recreational spots
along the Nepean River
and Penrith Lakes.
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Inner West Community Forum
Twenty-five participants attending the inner west forum nominated forty-two significant
places. There were no objects brought along by the participants at the Inner West Forum.
Three groups were formed for the discussions relating to What places matter? The nature
of places that matter were again found to cluster into the categories of local, regional and
global places. Table 4 below summarises places that matter to the Inner West group.
Table 4: Inner west community forum: places that matter

Location

Places that matter

Local place
(within walking distance)

Home place
 My backyard
 Any open space with greenery around our area
 Gums in street
 Bike path
 Planting trees and vegetables in street, nature strips,
 North Parramatta (3 generations of my family have lived there)
 Local school in Auburn
 Auburn Park
 Impeesa Bush Reserve (behind my backyard)
 Own streets
Workplace
 Ginger Indian Restaurant
 Harris Park Community Centre as a volunteer
 Local Korean community Centre
 Early Childhood Education Centre Auburn

Regional place
(travel some distance)











Global place

 Whole Planet (Climate)

Waddangarli Reserve
Parramatta Park
Cumberland Plain Woodland
Bush and wild places
Places with sand and water
Parramatta River
Lake Parramatta
Community Gardens in LGA
Parramatta Cafe precinct

For Inner West community members living in a densely populated urban precinct, ‘being
happy and healthy in the city is to have special places nearby’. Participants nominated many
places within walking distance and places of work were significant. Special places requiring
further distance to travel were identified as clustering around parks, reserves and open
spaces, places around water (river and lake) and finally places connected to food, either
production or consumption. Safety was only mentioned in relation to place in this forum.
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Workshop discussions
Local places (within walking distance)
Home places
The connections for participants to their immediate local places were identified as walking
to and enjoying open spaces both dedicated (Auburn Park and the Impeesa Bush Reserve)
and unspecified such as nature strips, trees in the street, open spaces and bike paths. Mostly
these were for recreation and created a sense of well-being:

‘‘

I guess the other place that I frequent is the bike path on my
way to work, because I’m in a sweet spot as far as riding to work goes.
Actually I’ve started doing some work there in terms of keeping the
bike path open and a bit safer by trimming bushes and things like that.

‘‘

The specialness of a backyard garden for one participant was described as:

’’

Nothing in my local area is special. I live in Concord. I live near
Strathfield, so there’s nothing particularly fabulous about those areas.
What is special to me, personally, is my little garden.

’’

Extending the backyard garden into the community was important for some participants.
For one, Sustainability Street was a neighbourhood event connecting the street community
through a BBQ whereby engagement was encouraged and the sharing of ideas followed.
Another participant stated that by extending her garden into the nature strip, a sense of
community and sharing of food with neighbours was very significant.

‘‘

I’ve started a nature strip on my little area. Having neighbours
say can I pick some herbs and spinach? I said that’s what it’s there
for, because you might not have the time to go down the road, but
you can go across to your neighbour and pick it from the garden. I
think that’s a communal thing. That’s really important to me, that I’m
connected in many senses.

’’

‘‘

For another participant with an Indigenous background, having connection to place for
three generations was significant. The examples were:

I’m from North Parramatta. I think my important space is that
I’ve grown up alongside generations. My grandparents lived here. My
father lived here. Even though my mother’s not from this area it was
nice to follow and live in the place that I’m familiar with. That’s really
important, and for my kids to grow up in a place that has connection.
I’m Aboriginal on my mother’s side, so connection to land is really
important. Even though I’m following my father’s connection to
country it’s really important that my kids know where they’re from
originally.

’’

The Inner West also had the most participants who were concerned for their own or
children’s safety in their immediate locale. Their concerns were about busy roads interfacing
with their own front yards, cross-overs and in providing children with safe passage into
school (at drop off and pick up times on busy streets). The following example provides
evidence of perhaps a ‘public planning issue’ but of critical relevance to that person in their
local place. Three other participants also raised similar issues relating to personal safety.
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‘‘

In Auburn...there’s a lot of houses like where they are located, just
out of the roads there, ... the houses should be away from the roads,
the main roads. Going from the driving or coming from the driveway,
... a lot of accidents are happening in the driveways especially with
children. I mean they’re playing outside, he’s playing with the ball, the
ball goes and the child goes. I mean the fraction of second, yeah and
this is really what I’m concerned about.

’’

Work places
Helping fellow
community members
to know about and
take advantage of
services available to
them was important
for some and this was
enabled by their work,
paid or unpaid, at their
relevant community
centres.

The workplaces listed in the table above provided participants with a connection to place
and community. This group of participants were identifiably concerned with ‘giving back’ to
the community. Helping fellow community members to know about and take advantage of
services available to them was important for some and this was enabled by their work, paid
or unpaid, at their relevant community centres.
The significance of the place, ‘Ginger Indian Restaurant’ to the proprietor was
acknowledged as providing a pleasing dining experience for patrons and at the same
time enabling her to make a living. She also described her plans to link to the Community
Garden in Parramatta to access fresh produce and to ultimately have a Restaurant garden
where people chose herbs and vegetables from the garden which were then cooked and
served on the premises.
Finally a group of Muslim women who proposed their significant place as the early
childhood centre where they worked, were all focused on including sustainability practices
for and by the children. They also lived within this suburb (Auburn) and made observations
about their community and the lack of sustainability practices there. Their plan was to
address this through sustainability education at their centres.

‘‘

The community in Auburn area, it doesn’t have much awareness
about sustainability or recycling, and that was a major issue for us.
Even teaching young children and making parents aware of what’s
happening in our environment and how can we care for it. So my
main issue is how can we pass this message to parents and how
can we make them interested in sustainability and looking after the
environment. I’m very passionate about looking after environment
because that’s the major thing that we have. We will leave actually for
our kids and the new generation ... we’re addressing these through
engaging and educating the children.

’’

Regional place (travel some distance)
The discussion about significant places requiring some travel, showed that not only did
people enjoy and have an attachment to the outdoors and open places but others also felt
connected to the cafe precinct and Parramatta in general.

‘‘

’’

Parramatta’s a nice outdoor place and a nice environment to be
in. It’s quite relaxing. It has nice cafes as well and I just love the rich
tapestry of Parramatta.
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‘‘

The Parks and Reserves were well frequented by those who proposed them as significant, a
representative example being:

I love Lake Parramatta. It’s an amazing retreat and a getaway for
me. I go there quite frequently and walk around the whole lake. It’s also
something that’s very important in its natural state because it’s pretty
untouched. It really is in the middle of Parramatta. It’s almost like it is a
little secret jewel there.

’’

‘‘

The design of open spaces to address the needs of all community members was stated by
another participant as considering a ‘holistic approach to developing open spaces’.

Another thing that really matters to me, in terms of place, is to
have really open spaces that are resources for all people, all ages of
people. You might have a big park that has playground facilities, but
it also has facilities for older people to sit and use; the picnic tables or
to engage in some sort of social games or things like that; also that
can appeal to all ages and groups through society, so a more holistic
approach to developing spaces and open spaces, I think, would be
really nice; and also to incorporate the elements, to have the elements
of water and fire and earth and air; all these elements that make up
our earth and our planet, I think, is really important; to bring those into
the design and to engage people really, subtly and naturally with the
environment.

The design of open
spaces to address
the needs of all
community members
was stated by
another participant
as considering a
‘holistic approach
to developing open
spaces’.

’’

As with the other regions, issues were discussed in relation to the maintenance of significant
places within the Inner West. The concern for endangered species of flora (e.g. Turpentine
Ironbark) with the loss of much of the Cumberland Plains woodlands was expressed as were
comments relating to rubbish being dumped on the street, in parks and in and around the
bins in high rise and high density living spaces.

‘‘

I’m concerned about Auburn Park...It’s a very big park but I notice
whenever I take my son, he loves cricket and he wants to play over
there, but whenever he goes over there I notice that a few kids, it’s very
beautiful park, it’s bushy, very bushy, but the kids they are destroying
the area and the park and I can see the garbage everywhere, whatever
they eat, rubbish they put everywhere. So I’m concerned about that
park, that it’s nice environment and very beautiful, but no one is taking
care.

’’

Global place
Two participants advocated that their significant place encompassed the planet. For one
making the planet liveable through evolving a viable mode of human operation was most
important and was expressed as an overview statement before adding further examples
of more local significant places. Similarly, for another drilling down to local examples after
an initial conversation around the work of ParraCAN also confirmed that for some thinking
globally was very important.

‘‘

’’

But really our area is also the world, because we’re concerned
about the whole planet and what can happen to the planet if climate
change gets worse.
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Summary
The responsibility
of neighbours and
other community
members to manage
waste was a cause for
concern especially for
the participants who
resided in high density
units and for those
who dumped rubbish
in public spaces.

The community members at the inner west forum very much valued their own backyards
and streets, the rich tapestry of the built environment in the Parramatta precinct, where
people could gather to form community, as well as the open, green spaces within walking
distance. Parramatta Lakes was described as a ‘secret jewel’ as opposed to sharing parks
with sporting groups who dominated the space or spaces that were not inclusive of the
aged or very young, were different stories told about the open spaces in this region.
Community gardens also featured as very special places in the inner west. The concern for
sustainable living practices was a feature of how to access and look after places that matter,
and included the valuing of cycling and cycle tracks as well as household consumption
and recycling. The responsibility of neighbours and other community members to manage
waste was a cause for concern especially for the participants who resided in high density
units and for those who dumped rubbish in public spaces. Work places were significant
for some participants at the forum and most were centred on education. High on these
educational agendas were place-based sustainability education for children in early
childhood centres and also the integration of different cultural groups (Korean, Indian and
Muslim) into sustainability practices.
Planetary wellness was raised in this forum as a matter of urgency in relation to climate
change. Community members very seriously raised these issues and flagged their alliance
with ParraCAN, the Climate Action Network.
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What are the priority issues in
looking after places that matter?
Community member participants at each forum were asked to discuss why their identified
places were significant to them and how this might impact on looking after these places.
Throughout the discussions participants shared stories of recreation and pleasure evoked
from their recollections of being in these special places. The personal wellbeing from their
attachment to their local place included examples of how place made them feel happy,
physically and mentally well, included examples of healthy food production, and the
enjoyment of being in open and/or wild and isolated places. However when community
member participants engaged in discussions about priority issues in looking after the
places that matter, an edge of concern threaded throughout. Concerns for conservation
of special places that were at risk of ecological damage, lack of sustainability awareness
evident in the practices of neighbours and other community members and the feeling that
some special local places were unsafe, were issues raised. The priority issues in looking after
places that matter are summarised in Table 5 below.

When community
member participants
engaged in
discussions about
priority issues in
looking after the
places that matter,
an edge of concern
threaded throughout.

Table 5: Summary of priority issues in looking after places that matter

Prority Issue

Examples

Recreation and pleasure

Places that matter need looking after as they provide:
 Personal wellbeing (physical and mental)
 Happiness
 Healthy food production
 Enjoyment of open spaces

Environmental Concerns

Priority issues were listed as concerns:
 Conservation and preservation of place
 Lack of sustainability awareness in the community
 Safety
Addressed through affiliation with community and work related action groups.

Recreation and pleasure
Why places are special and therefore need looking
after
The specialness of places was described by participants as providing recreation and
pleasure and therefore need looking after. Many local places were mentioned that
generated a sense of well being were evident in the discussions at each of the regions.
For one outer west participant the ‘healing’ property of being in a place that matters was
important and described as:

‘‘

To me ... sustainability can’t be seen in isolation. It’s part of
survival. It’s part of economics. It’s part of our health and when you
look at the amount of money we’re spending on stress related disease
and the number of people who are on tranquilisers you realise that
we’ve got an insane system going which could be changed. So in my
case though to get back to the Blue Mountains itself that’s something I
understand. (Outer West)
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‘‘
‘‘
’’
‘‘
’’
‘‘
’’

Other community member participants described the benefits to them personally of being
in their places that matter. Examples were:

I get a great sense of inner peace and serving when I am around
water and by the banks of a water body or a water hole or a billabong
or anything like that, or even a swamp ... whereas a wetland, a
developer might see houses. (Outer West)

’’

People just like being in the bush and we try to record the name
of the birds and other animals we might see while we’re there
(Inner West)
A reserve is nice in my local community with some playground
for kids, but we really need wide open spaces and trees and things that
you feel like, ‘This is real, something’s going on that’s not organised by
humans’. (Inner West)
I just love the rich tapestry of Parramatta, the landscapes are so
different. I always start with the river in the CBD and sort of work my
way out in the shape of a Y and we have so many special places.
(Inner West)

Environmental concerns
Conservation and preservation of place
The following quotes indicate that participants believed there needs to be attention and
action to conserve and to stop further damage to the environment in many of the special
places identified.

‘‘
‘‘

’’

Healthy rivers are important. [There’s] too much pollution and
pesticides. (Outer West)
Hawkesbury region’s very important for birds - native birds because it contains their habitat of woodland and swampland. The
woodland especially has a couple of endangered species – nationally
endangered species – which are the Regent Honeyeater and Swift
Parrot. They occur here and there’s a lot of other pre-threatened
species hanging on in the woodland which are threatened state-wide
...this area’s special because there are reserves established already
which are important habitats for these birds. We’re very interested in
making sure they’re kept, maintained and managed to suit the birds as
well as other wildlife. (Outer West)

‘‘

’’

’’

Also another one is, there’s a walk called Florabella Pass, which is a
beautiful walk ... from Warrimoo to Blaxland and I’d like to see that, just
clear of the vegetation ... it’s becoming overgrown. (Outer West)
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‘‘

For one participant, the priority issue was to repair the damage occurring in Longneck
Lagoon. He spoke about this as a ‘horror story’.

Prior to 1971 it used to be a swamp. The water level used to go
up and down. It had lots of reed beds, water lilies. It had birds like Lotus
birds which walked around on the water lilies which have long gone.
Nowadays it seems to be a largely lifeless lake with the water level not
fluctuating. I think it’s saline and it’s full of Carp which eat the emergent
vegetation and there’s hardly any water birds there anymore. I’d really
love to see somebody – probably the authorities – the National Parks
or whoever – to try and rehabilitate Longneck Lagoon; bring it back to
what it used to be by letting the water level go up and down, getting
rid of the Carp if possible. (Outer West)

’’

Lack of community sustainability awareness
Priority issues for other community member participants were voiced in terms of their
concerns about neighbours and other community members being responsible to others
and typically in terms of recycling, composting and minimizing consumption.

‘‘

Composting or lack thereof within their communities was cited by participants in each
regional forum. One representative example was:

....taking our waste from, our food waste and our litter and then
turning that to soil onto our properties is actually a wonderfully
wholesome way of re-nutrient, getting nutrients back into our property
that are much healthier than the artificial fertiliser. So how – just
getting people to manage that from an urban perspective, would be a
wonderful thing for us to achieve I feel, because most of its going on
landfill at the moment. (Inner West)

’’

Littering in places that matter was of concern to residents who identified parks and river
precincts as public spaces, in which care was not being taken by many visitors to these
places. For example:

‘‘

My issues around the river I guess are the way that the local
neighbours use it as a dumping ground - all that area. I’d really like if
we could form a small kind of residents group where the people who
actually live there have access to the river and feel some kind of sense
of wanting to look after the place. (Mid West)

Safety

’’

A priority issue for one group at the Inner West forum was safety for their family and other
community members in the built-up urban areas where their homes and local parks were
places that matter. Living in a hub of busy streets has created anxiety about children’s safety
on cross-overs, getting to and from parks and drop off points at local schools. For one
resident, the issue was described as:

‘‘

In Auburn. There’s a lot of houses like where they are located, just
out of the roads there, I think the roads should be, I mean the houses
should be away from the roads, the main roads. Going from the
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driving or coming from the driveway, children are a lot of accidents are
happening in the driveways especially with children. I mean they’re
playing outside. I mean he’s playing with the ball, the ball goes and the
child goes. I mean the fraction of second, yeah and this is really what
I’m concerned about. (Inner West)

’’

Summary

As participants highlighted the reasons why places were significant to them, and also the
priority issues in caring for these places (conservation, sustainability practices and safety),
the overarching sense that the real issue was in fact the ‘moral responsibility to care’ was
flagged. Looking to the future and the implications of this priority was described as:

‘‘

Rather than preaching to the converted I’d like to think that
there’s a synergy that we can all develop because we care about the
place and learn from each other but develop a new paradigm, a vision.

‘‘

’’

This was further explained by an Aboriginal woman in the Outer West group who described
this as being ‘clued into country’:

What I see as extremely important is that there’s not enough
people clued into country matters. It’s all about money and power
and stupid land grab stuff. It hasn’t come back down to the natural
things that it should be. So it’s always on the backburner for people
and in some people’s minds, it’s not even there, they don’t think about
it and that’s, it’s the biggest thing that I find is a negative. So changing
people’s minds to country and how they’re supposed to look after it
is something that I’d like to be able to do. I’m not quite sure how I do
that, in terms of you’re just one little person. So if there’s something
where I can sit into, that will help create awareness, I think that’s where
my role will be. (Outer West)

’’
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What is needed to look after places
that matter?

‘‘

’’

Our job is to hold each other’s hands and stay together and build
the community and focus on children, everyone’s children. If we want
to build a community we have to talk to each other. (Inner West)
The above quote represents the general sense of all community forum participants, that
collective community collaboration and action is needed to look after our local places. Two
main types of responses were identified in relation to what is needed to look after places
that matter. There was a group of personal responses, examples and stories that actually
answered a slightly different question ‘What do I/you need to do to look after local places?’
while other more general responses signalled answers to ‘What is needed to look after local
places?’.

What do I/you need to do to look after local
places?
Table 6 below details the ideas put forward by forum participants when they suggested
what they themselves and other individuals need to do to look after places that matter.
The items in the list cluster around individual actions and community group activity. Within
individual action, personally taking charge and becoming involved in looking after local
places with the recurring comment that there is the need to begin in one’s own backyard
and neighbourhood with a mindset that the bigger picture needs to be in focus was
recounted across the regions. ‘my vision is a much, much larger thing which has to be
global ... But you have to start where you are in your own community’ (Outer West).

My vision is a much,
much larger thing
which has to be global
... But you have to start
where you are in your
own community.

Table 6: What do I/you need to do to look after local places?

Need

Examples

Singular action











Planting and replanting in own backyard
Cycle to work
Establish better relationship with Council
Support local producers e.g. (100km-200km shops selling goods produced
within that radius)
Lead by example and educate others
Be a volunteer
Plant on nature strip and share produce
Start in your backyard but have a global vision
Carry plastic bag when walking and collect rubbish

Become political and
active

 Get involved in campaigns e.g. oppose destructive development
 Door knocking and leaflet drops
 Join community groups e.g. Coal Seam Gas movement; slow foods movement;
transition towns; events sharing
 Write to Councils

Collective effort &
community building

 Attending and organising events e.g. Hawkesbury Harvest (supporting local
farms Vs residential development)
 Personal connection with other volunteers e.g. amateur botanists, try to interest
residents in neighbourhood, grey nomads
 Establish local networks and keep a database of volunteers, people who care e.g.
networking and connectivity
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What is needed to look after local places?
The role of education was the most frequently mentioned need and the key to looking
after local places. Who to educate, was overwhelmingly ‘young people’ with practical
suggestions for what, how and where to provide education also included in the workshop
discussions. Table 7 summarises all of the responses across the three forums about what is
needed to look after local places.
Table 7: What is needed to look after local places?

Needs

Examples

Education

Who
 Getting the message to young people
 Very young children will take message home e.g. ECE Centres
What – Content
 Sustainability at schools, TAFE, Uni – needs to be in curriculum and cross curriculum e.g. Science/ Agriculture
 Programs in university to open views e.g. students think sustainability is saving water and recycling
 Link to local history and heritage
 Positive stories and approach
 Tourism is part of Blue Mountains, use it for engagement
 Programs for a common audience
 “Adventure landcare”
How
 The ripple effect – own yard into street, neighbourhood
 Replicate what works
 Create life-changing and enjoyable experiences in the outdoors
 Hands-on,fun and non-threatening approaches
 Talk face-to-face with young people
 Technology and media support (local radio, YouTube e.g. instruction on weed removal process, TV e.g. 3 minutes on key
issues); Uni students to develop Apps on environmental and heritage aspects of significant local places
 Great speakers
 Farmstays
 Adventure activities – combined with landcare/ typical activities
 Accept positive slow change with people’s values
 Ensure people see benefit for themselves e.g. put something in and go away with something
 Council support
 Link to arts e.g. music festivals, through artworks build unspoken recognition of land
Where
 Formal and informal educational settings
 Local shopping centres e.g. success at Hazelbrook local shops
Warning: Market Days and Expos – preaching to the converted

Specific programs and
initiatives/ Government
support
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CSIRO – Federal Government to restart; carp project to make them sterile
Low Carbon Tourism in the Blue Mountains – need to have support for this
Fisheries involved e.g. carp in Longneck Lagoon
Long term weed management and rehabilitation Scheyville, Longneck Lagoon, Penrith lakes and wetlands at Mamre House
Hawkesbury Lookout (Council, State Government and community) need for interpretive signs and holograms to explain
heritage and Indigenous history
Richmond Woodlands (Important Bird Area IBA)
Pathways across country e.g. youth worker in Mt Druitt tried to create pathways throughout region
Incentives for action e.g. councils reward for putting greenwaste into backyards
State Governments – Better planning around development
Commitment from OEH
Not all agencies supportive – how to help with this
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Needs

Examples

Funding

 Grants, administration buries you
 Holistic approach to funding – so that the impact from upstream is considered
 Long term funding (better planning e.g. ‘people throw money at it and then it ends’)

Resources

 Better resources
 Regional Centre of Excellence
 Circulate “Robbo” book – how to run your local Environment Group

Education
Education – Who
Working with young people was the central theme repeated across the Forums. The
following vignette illustrates the importance of creating something real and vital for young
people in the outdoors where their contribution to caring for places has immediate impact.
This story was told by an Outer West participant.

‘‘

Like these kids last week, we were up at Hazelbrook and we’re
restoring the rock shelter, and so there must have been a bit of a party
because we got out like, about 80 empty bottles of beer, and after we’d
cleaned up 3 kids came and sat on the rock and, so I indirectly said
“Oh hey fellas are there any rubbish items behind that rock?” because
I hadn’t climbed up on there and they went “Nah, nah” and they said
“Are you from council?” I said “Oh no we’re aboriginal and we’re doing
the bush care here and we’re just trying to get this site all cleaned up”
and they said “Oh is this cave an aboriginal site?” and we went “Yeah”
and you could see in the kids eyes they were going “Wow” you could
see them starting to dream. So afterwards we’re down packing up
the trailer, the 3 boys come back and they said “Oh we’ve got to go
now because our mum said we’ve got to be home in 2 hours, but we
brought our rubbish out” and said “You give me the rubbish” and they
went “Oh we’ll see you later”.

’’

For another Outer West participant the importance of Hawkesbury as a farming community
(the food bowl for Sydney) made caring for this place a matter of urgency given the rate of
urban development. Engaging young people was a strategy she suggested:

‘‘

A lot of the local high schoolers...don’t identify with Sydney but
they identify with the Hawkesbury more than Sydney. [we need to]
capture some more of that feeling about a sense of place, of their own
place. (Outer West)

‘‘

’’

Other participants contended that educating very young children set them up with skills for
a happy and healthy future:

I’d like to see that it starts from generation, the little ones;
teaching them that the environment’s really important for nurturing
your health, your physical being and your mental status, and having
good food. (Inner West)
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‘‘

and that very young children were able to have an impact on their parents and the
practices within their own homes. For example:

Even teaching young children [is one way of ] making parents
aware of what’s happening in our environment and how can we care
for it. So my main issue is how can we pass this message to parents and
how can we make them interested in sustainability and looking after
the environment. I’m very passionate about looking after environment
because that’s the major thing that we have. We will leave actually for
our kids and the new generation ... coming through (Inner West)

’’

Education: How

Various place-based pedagogies were suggested as being very important if education was
the key to connecting community residents to the outdoors and to look after local places.
For example:

‘‘

’’

I’ve found with young people and everyone, even people who’ve
never really gotten into the environment before, they love the hands
on stuff. (Outer West)

Modelling successful projects and programs was cited as a need to assist the development
of successful education programs in preference to the time taken to develop programs
from the ground up. Participants made reference to the Sycamore Removal Project at Jenolan
Caves and how a similar project could be implemented through the Catholic school
system in the Mid West to address the hyacinth weed problem in the River and wetlands.
The Secret Garden in Richmond and other Seed Saving groups in Baulkham Hills were
mentioned as models for the possibility of establishing something similar in Penrith. The
need to implement ‘fun’ approaches to engage adults and young people was discussed.

‘‘

Because we’re all talking about connection and we’re all talking
about trying to get this out to the community. So that would allow
everyone to sort of do what they want to do but – and then you can
sort of get people to come in and show them and do it in a fun way
rather than this doom and gloom, like you’re talking about, because
the doom and gloom, like no one wants to hear that ... gently bringing
them in rather than beating them on the head and saying you should,
you should, you should, that doesn’t work with some people and
trying to make it like a fun thing. (Outer West)

Using different media
and technologies
was mentioned as a
means of providing
information to a wide
audience.
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’’

Using different media and technologies was mentioned as a means of providing
information to a wide audience. In the Outer West it was stated, “we’re looking at making
use of technology. I think with all of the experts here as individuals we should be putting
a lot of the information on YouTube”. For another participant the use of video-taped
information in similar formats for different environmental problems could be produced and
distributed as a useful pedagogy.

‘‘

There’s a group on the Cooks River called Mudcrabs and ... with
their bush care and bush regeneration efforts, they’ve video-taped
how to remove various weed species like Asparagus - how to crown
Asparagus. So if you don’t know how to crown Asparagus you could
just click on and within four minutes you know how to whack that
weed. So you could target various other species of how to correctly
remove it. So you remove the problem. (Outer West)
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Education: Where
There were mixed responses from participants regarding where to conduct public
education about sustainability and how to care for local places. Some believed that Market
Days or Environmental Days needed to reach the community. Others warned that such
one-off events only attracted individuals who were already ‘converted’ to sustainable living
practices. Taking the message into suburban shopping centres and malls was suggested as
a strategy to reach a broader cross section of the local community. One example from the
Outer West was:

‘‘

So the connections need to be made with the people who are
hanging around Coles or the supermarket. We used to do a stall at
Hazelbrook shops and what our bush officer used to do was, we’d go
and grab a heap of the weeds and we’d grab a heap of the natives,
and people would come up and they’d know the weed straight away
and then we’d express to them what this does to the bush. ... we’re
not saying you can’t have these in your garden, but we need you to
manage your yard because this is what we’re experiencing down in the
bush. So we’d sit at Hazelbrook shops, we’d put up a stall and we’d also
do a promotion for our local bush care groups and we’d have a couple
of buckets and people would come running over going “You’re selling
this …” and …, “No we’re just explaining what it is”.

Taking the message
into suburban
shopping centres and
malls was suggested
as a strategy to reach
a broader cross
section of the local
community.

’’

Specific initiatives and Government support
Community member participants listed specific initiatives they felt needed attention and
support from government agencies. These are outlined in Table 9. There were also
suggestions that as community residents they needed to be aware of and monitor what was
on current Government agendas. The data described how keeping alert to local Council
and Government policies, events and developments was integral to caring for local places.
Discussion also included the need to be actively engaged with these and taking action.

‘‘

I identified I suppose, particular problems with wetlands in the
local area, particularly Carp which are destroying all the vegetation
and muddying the waters and really making it pretty useless for birds.
CSIRO did research which was stopped a few years ago. One – the
important thing I think is to lobby them somehow to get them – or the
government – to continue funding to finish the research. (Outer West)
Another participant suggested taking local political action by writing letter to Council
about issues of concern. Participants also pointed out that having practical links to OEH
would help them look after places that matter.

‘‘

’’

... we need a commitment from OEH to not just protect the
existing Richmond Woodland important bird areas which are decided
on an international criteria; not just to protect them but to preserve
them and if possible expand them because they’re the last remnants of
the Cumberland Plain.....While in the mountains in particular we think
world heritage because we’ve got fantastic world heritage areas ...
these things are really rare; these little patches. So just in terms of
one of ... what can we do and what can be done to help us was to
really establish a strong commitment from OEH to preserve those
remnants. (Outer West)
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Summary
Place is such a multifaceted jewel. There’s
so many aspects to it
and there’s such a web
of interactions around
place. So it’s never just
going to be a simple
thing. It’s quite rich.
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It may be useful to consider the range of needs suggested by the participants at
the Community Forums as resources for use singly and/or in combination to create
opportunities to engage others in looking after places that matter. As one Inner West
participant said, ‘Place is such a multi-faceted jewel. There’s so many aspects to it and
there’s such a web of interactions around place. So it’s never just going to be a simple thing.
It’s quite rich. What is needed to look after places that matter was not a singularly straight
forward process.’
Community members identified what communities need to do to look after their local
places rather than what they need to be able to do this work. The predominant need
expressed by all groups, and evident through the process of developing community-based
projects was for education. Community members identified education at all levels from
local community-based hands on experiential learning to schools, TAFE and university
education for sustainability. Community members expressed a resounding confidence and
faith in young people and that by reaching them, and instilling a love of the environment,
they will continue this love and care for place into their adult life.
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Developing collaborative
community-based projects
The second half of each forum was structured using the process of Open Space Technology
(OST) to develop collaborative community-based sustainability projects. Open Space
Technology is conducted according to four principles and one law:

1. Whoever comes are the right people
2. Whatever happens is all that could have
3. Whenever it starts is the right time
4. When its over its over

If you find yourself in
a place where you are
neither learning nor
contributing – move to
a place where you can.
– the Law of two feet

The law is known as the law of two feet – it says ‘If you find yourself in a place where you
are neither learning nor contributing – move to a place where you can’. Further information
is provided about OST at Appendix 1.
In the Outer and Inner West forums the process was facilitated by a professional OST
consultant, Andrew Rixon from the organisation Babelfish. In the shorter revised forum in
Penrith, a reduced OST process was facilitated by project partner Jen Dollin. Broadly the
program outline for the Open Space Technology process consisted of four parts:

 The context for Action (project) planning – brief introduction to the context for the
community projects and seed funding availability

 Raising of projects – creating the bulletin board and opening the market place –
participants are invited to brainstorm ideas for potential projects and share these with
the whole group, placing them on the marketplace board

 Project conversations – parallel break-out sessions – participants are invited to break out
into smaller groups with a project of interest, invited to begin a discussion on what the
project might look like, using the structure of the action template (see Appendix 2)

 Projects report back – whole group session on projects discussed: Where to from here?
Project team discussed the process for further developing the projects and applying for
seed funding

 Closing circle – all participants invited to say what they got out of the whole event.

Outer west community forum
In the Outer West community forum there was an enthusiastic response from participants,
with 20 project ideas generated by individuals, ranging from developing community
groups (Landcare) and community days (incorporating the arts), through to improving the
involvement of school kids (adventure conservation) and building research capacity.
From the 20 proposed ideas, the forum broke away into smaller groups to continue the
discussion.
Through the process of collaborative project development, the 20 ideas for projects were
consolidated into eight projects:

1. Blue Mountains Area Network – a coordinated networking and information website
2. Florabella Pass Bush track – maintenance and refurbishment
3. Give strength to the Fitzgerald Creek Catchment Group – support and encouragement
to restoration projects

4. Emu Heights Riverbank Care
5. Love your Lagoons – elimination of European Carp in the Hawkesbury
Stage 2: Community
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6. Simply Living Festival – educating local residents about ways to live simply, moving
away from purchase/sale to creating products

7. Horse care Landcare – building ownership of threatened areas through community
horse riding groups

8. High School Adventure Conservation – engaging high school students in conservation
along the Hawkesbury River through adventure sports (i.e. kayaking)
The process of Open Space Technology facilitated community members to come together
to strengthen already established networks and to form new connections. Community
members who attended this forum were already involved in many local sustainability
initiatives and are passionate about caring for their local places. Their connections with
the UN Regional Centre of Expertise in Education for Sustainable Development (Greater
Western Sydney) were strengthened or newly formed and many of the projects from the
community forum have morphed into other forms (see later section on the ‘Ripple Effect’).

Figure 9: Participants discussing the ideas posted on the
bulletin board (Outer West)
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Figure 10: Participants developing projects (Parallel break
out groups-Outer West)
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Mid west community forum
The mid west community forum was run for a
total of two hours with one hour was allocated
to developing projects. Again, there was an
enthusiastic response from community members
with 10 ideas generated from the 15 participants.
From the 10 proposed projects, the group
consolidated them into two main areas of
potential projects around the two major topics
of the forum – care of the river, and sustainable
gardening. Each of these groups was facilitated to
develop possible projects.

Figure 11: Sharing marketplace ideas (Mid West)

Two proposed projects resulted from the smaller group discussions and the groups made
notes on the project template forms to take away and consolidate. The first project was
led by the Sydney Bass Fishing Club who joined with the Penrith City Council and a local
resident of the Nepean River at Emu Heights. The project was designed to engage local
community residents in care of the riparian zone. The second project was initiated by an
education officer from Mamre House who joined with community members in a project to
develop a Penrith seedbank. It was clear from this group that they had no prior networks or
connections with each other and that they did not have strong skills in developing project
proposals. Their strongest request was to meet again as a group because they found the
discussions helpful and supportive.

Figure 12: Ideas posted on the market place (Mid West)
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Figure 13: Participants developing projects (Parallel break
out groups-Mid West)
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Inner west community forum
The OST process for the Inner west forum was
facilitated by Andrew Rixon for two hours.
The marketplace generated 10 ideas ranging
from improving communication and creating
connections within the community, educating
and inspiring residents about sustainable living (i.e.
cooking workshops, healthy living, reducing food
waste), identifying ways to attract volunteers and
building CALD involvement, and resources and
materials for early childhood educators

Figure 14: Participants discussing the ideas posted on the bulletin
board (Inner West)

Because of space constraints in the restaurant
venue, the facilitators suggested some options
for combining project ideas and from the 10
proposed ideas, the group consolidated them
into four topics to continue their discussion at
four tables. The discussions across the four tables
resulted in the submission of six proposed projects
in action templates:

1. How to get to know the community and to engage with them
2. Awakening the Dreamer – educating and inspiring people into action about sustainable
living through workshops

3. Resources/Materials for Young Educators – early childhood education and engaging
families in sustainable living practices

4. Healthy Living/ Exercise Equipment- creating local public spaces, safe and healthy
5. Community Garden Cooking Workshops – at community gardens connecting local
business owners and community gardeners and community gardens with each other

6. Our Community Connects – long term communication/education notice boards
For this highly energetic multicultural group of community members the idea of
projects framed within the scope of small seed funding was not necessarily new but
new collaborations were formed across very different groups of people. For example
the Community Garden Cooking Workshop project was led by a community volunteer
who was joined by a Chinese soil scientist, an Indian restaurant owner and sustainability
education officers from two local councils.
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Assessing, funding and supporting the projects
At the conclusion of each forum, project leaders were provided with a copy of the seed
funding application to take home. They were also encouraged to share their contact details
with proposed project team members and to arrange a time to meet as soon as possible, to
continue the discussion. Following the forum, all participants were emailed with an outline
of the funding process and provided with the proposed projects as well as the contact
details for all of the individuals present at the forum. Participants were asked to submit their
funding applications within two weeks following the forum. The review panel, then met to
assess the proposals according to the following criteria:

 Proven environmental and educational needs and tangible environmental social and/or
cultural benefits

 Provision of activities which will encourage community enjoyment and appreciation of

Some projects were
developed that did
not require funding,
some were funded
with in-kind support
and a small number
were funded with the
seed funding available
through the project.

the natural or human environment

 Must be consistent with Our Place, Western Sydney objectives
 Efficiency (value for money) and effectiveness
 Appropriateness of project to address the stated environmental and education needs
Some projects were developed that did not require funding, some were funded with
in-kind support and a small number were funded with the seed funding available through
the project.
A summary of the outcomes for each of the forums is outlined below.

Outer West
Three projects received financial and/or in-kind support from the project:

1. Maintenance and restoration of the Florabella Pass Track (Warrimoo – Blaxland)
2. Simply Living Demonstration Festival ‘Ensuring that the Wisdom is Not Lost’
3. From Ideas Market to Marketable Ideas – Our Place GWS Grant Sourcing Project

Funded Project 1: Maintenance and restoration of
the Florabella Pass track
Partners: Friends of Florabella Pass, Blue Mountains Bushcare
Network, Blue Mountains Council
 The collaboration requested financial support to facilitate track restoration and
maintenance of the Warrimoo-Blaxland Florabella Pass Bushwalking Track to improve
track quality and to remove overhanging vegetation to encourage the recreational use
of the track

 The collaboration indicated that the grant would be used to host a community day
event to raise awareness and start restoration of the track

 The Our Place Review Panel awarded a $1000 cash award for the project team to carry
out works to initiate the restoration and to host the community day

Outcomes/progress:
Ongoing, team leader working alongside council officer to plan the event
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Funded Project 2: Simply Living Demonstration
Festival
Partners: community residents, educators (school, aboriginal),
Winmalee School, local arts, local politician
Requested amount:
 The purpose of the proposed project is to provide re-skilling workshop in simple living
skills such as composting, worm farming, gardening, spinning, preserving, cheese
making etc.

 Awarded a seed grant of $2300
Outcomes/progress:
The group has met several times and the organising committee has been extended.
They have requested the event be re-scheduled to 2014 due to the time commitment of
organising a major event. Funding has been difficult to transfer due to university financial
processes.

Funded Project 3: From Ideas Market to Marketable
Ideas
Partners: Hawkesbury Harvest, Hawkesbury Earthcare, Hawkesbury
Environment Network
 The collaboration requested financial support for a UWS student to facilitate a scoping
exercise to develop joint projects. The Our Place Panel awarded an in-kind award of
$3,000 for UWS staff to facilitate a scoping roundtable to source funding opportunities
and to assist and develop project proposals for submission to funding bodies.

Outcomes/progress:
Several scoping meetings were held between and within the stakeholders between
December 2012 and March 2013 and project proposals have been developed and
submitted to funding bodies.

The ripple effect – further outcomes
In addition to the projects proposed from the forum, the project team has worked
alongside a number of partners to develop larger projects across the Hawkesbury region.
Substantial projects have been developed and are continuing to be developed as a result
of ongoing collaborations and support from the UN RCE. The following two significant
projects are currently being carried out and a third, ‘Love Your Lagoons’ morphed into a
larger project to connect schools with local wetlands in the south western Sydney area
funded through the Environment Protection Authority (2013-2014, $150,000).
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Two projects developed
Project 1: Priority Conservation Wetland Monitoring
Partners: Cumberland Bird Observers Club and UWS
Details:
UWS has three priority conservation wetlands that are also in an IBA (Important Bird Areas
are sites of global bird conservation importance.) These wetlands cover approximately 30
hectares and have been undergoing a long term co-funded bush regeneration program
with the HNCMA. It is expected that monthly monitoring will assess the significance of
these habitats under the JAMBA and CAMBA international migratory legislation. Volunteers
from the CBOC will do the monitoring.

Outcomes/progress: Ongoing
 Access for CBOC volunteers has been negotiated and risk assessments and campus
induction process completed

 UWS has given a 10 year commitment to CBOC and plans to fold in wildlife study
students in 2014.

 CBOC volunteer the first Tuesday of every month for monitoring with results complied
in the CBOC database for longitudinal analysis.

Project 2: Barn Owl Nesting Study on Richmond
Lowlands
Partners: Cumberland Bird Observers Club and UWS
Details:
The CBOC have noted a decline in the Australian Barn Owls (Tyto alba deliculata) population
in peri urban areas over the last 20 years. This project will install three barn owl nesting
boxes at the UWS Riverfarm based on the UK Barn Owl Trust specifications. The Riverfarm is
prime habitat for these raptors.

Outcomes/progress: Still in development – ongoing.
 Project plans has been approved at UWS and the Office of Sustainability will fund the
nesting box construction and installation which is a minimum cost.

 The CBOC will monitor the site and physically inspect the nests.
 UWS wildlife study students will also monitor the site to determine if there is a reduction
in feral pigeon population due to a raptor.

Figure 15: Photos courtesy of
Cumberland Bird Observers
Club, UWS Wetlands

Figure 16: Photo credits: UK Barn Owl Trust and Australian Museum
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Mid West
Of the four projects proposed during the forum, only two were submitted for funding and
both proposed projects were successful and awarded $1,500 each in seed funding.

1. Emu Green Riparian Regeneration
2. Mamre Farm Seed Bank Project

Funded Project 1: Emu Green Riparian Regeneration
Partners: Bass Sydney Fishing Club, Penrith City Council, community
residents
Requested amount: $1500
The aim of this collaborative project is to get residents in the neighbourhood of the river
from Russel St gate, Emu Heights, to the end of Riverside Rd, Emu Heights, involved in the
care of the riparian zone through bush regeneration, clearing of rubbish, and preventing
dumping of hard waste. We will do this by developing a brochure and erecting signage
about the activities of the Bass Fishing Club in bush regeneration, inviting local residents to
a planting day and BBQ and to form a bush regeneration group to join the Bass Fishers in
care of the riparian zone. It is hoped that by inviting residents to care for the riparian zone
that they will take ownership and continue to protect it.

Outcomes/ progress:
As at 25/7/13 awaiting to receive banking details from the project team, the team has met
on one occasion to plan for the project, no further details at this stage.

Funded Project 2: Mamre Farm Seed Bank Project
Partners: Mamre House, community residents, refugee farmers,
Liverpool Migrant Resource Centre, Sydney South West Area Health
Services
Requested amount: $1378.60
The collaboration will be led by Mamre Farm, who have a long history of engagement
with the local community, CALD communities, youth and people living with a disability.
The collaboration is looking to improve its services and community outreach through
the development of a seed bank for Greater Western Sydney that offers information, seed
cleaning equipment and seed storage for a variety of seeds of heritage edible food plants.
The purpose of the seed bank would be to grow a diversity of food plants enjoyed by
the culturally diverse farmers and community of the area. Additionally building stronger
community networks and to offer community access to seeds they may not otherwise be
able to source.
The review panel awarded the project team a $1,500 seed grant.

Outcomes/progress:
As at 25/7/13, the grant has yet to be awarded, awaiting further correspondence.
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The ripple effect
As in the Outer West, projects have further developed with the support of the UN RCE. The
following project connects UWS students to the Mamre House seed bank project to value
add to both the educational and environmental benefits of the project.

Project 1: UWS Social Engagement Leadership
Program SELP
Partners: Mamre House – Seed Bank and UWS Office of International
SELP
The Social Engagement and Leadership Program (SELP) is focused on developing students’
employable competencies. Small teams of domestic and international UWS students
engage voluntarily on projects of social and community value. Projects are between 16–20
hours per project and the role of the community partner is vital
www.uws.edu.au/selp/social_engagement_and_leadership_program
The SELP Project team will be required to prepare a report that covers:

 Conduct a literature review of International and Australian seed banking best practice
 Search for information on maintaining genetic purity within specific species for growers;
 Prepare a harvesting timetable for appropriate seed species;
 Identify current Seed Banks in GWS and make a list of these organisations;
 Make contact with relevant UWS Horticulture staff and prepare a resource list of
academic literature on this area

 Visit and interview relevant staff at Henry Doubleday – Hawkesbury Earthcare Centre
UWS Hawkesbury – pioneers of sustainable agriculture in Australia and prepare a Best
Practice Case Study.

Outcomes/Progress: Ongoing

Inner West
Three projects were proposed and applications submitted to the review panel. One of the
projects was submitted from community members who did not participate in the forum
and was not funded. Two projects received seed grant funding:

1. Our Community is Connecting – “You’re the Voice”
2. Community Gardens – Connecting through Cooking Demonstrations

Funded Project 1: Our Community is Connecting –
‘You’re the Voice’
Partners: Project team (community residents), UWS, Parramatta City
Council
Requested amount:
Cash: $1500; in-kind: UWS design students (work placement) to design 4 long term
noticeboards
The collaboration identified a concern about the lack of information sharing amongst
community residents. The application requested support from Our Place in the design
and installation of 4 long term noticeboards to be strategically located across Parramatta
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and Harris Park (e.g. Parramatta Park, Lake Parramatta, Harris Park CBD). These noticeboards
would be designed using sustainable material, and to be decorated and maintained by local
school children (to generate community ownership). The review panel awarded a seed
grant of $1,500 for the project team to conduct a pilot of 1 noticeboard, in consultation with
Parramatta Council.

Outcomes/Progress:
As at 25/7/13 the grant has not been passed along to the project team; currently the team
have been working alongside council officers (Sustainability Officer, Community Place/
Community Capacity Building Officers as well as Council’s Environmental Education Officer)
to discuss the feasibility of the project.

Funded Project 2: Community Gardens – Connecting
through Cooking Demonstrations
Partners: Community residents, Transition Parramatta, Ginger Indian
Restaurant, Holroyd City Council, Parramatta City Council, UWS
Requested amount: $3000
This project will involve cooking demonstrations at community gardens in Holroyd
and Parramatta to promote healthy food, sustainable lifestyles and connections within
our community (networks, information sharing, skill-building, partnerships). Links to
the gardens, healthy lifestyles and sustainable living will also occur through cooking
with produce and promotion of community gardens at Ginger Indian Restaurant to
build knowledge and understanding about local places and sustainability activities our
community can participate in.
The review panel awarded the project team with the requested amount.

Outcomes/progress:
Following the forum, the project team has remained in regular contact via email and has
also met to discuss planning of the project. The funds have recently been awarded and the
project has commenced.

Developing collaborative projects
The process of
collaborative project
formation was a
magic moment of
transformation from
many individual
initiatives to collective
and collaborative
group projects.

The process of facilitating the development of collaborative projects involving community
members from different organisations and groups was a significant outcome of the
community forums. Discussion in the forums generated a large number of possible projects
that coalesced into actual practical project proposals during the process of building
collaboration. The process of collaborative project formation was a magic moment of
transformation from many individual initiatives to collective and collaborative group
projects. Ongoing support was required for collaborative project development after the
forum, including assistance for community members to complete the simple project
template, develop a budget, and apply for funding. The transfer of funds was complicated
because of the auditing procedures required by the funding institution and the lack of
knowledge and capacity of community members and newly formed community groups to
receive public money. The projects that were funded took longer in their development and
implementation than was imagined at the outset. Many of the project discussions initiated
in the forums are ongoing with projects developing into different forms depending on the
availability of people and funding.
The ongoing support of these projects and the further development of collaborative
projects resulting from discussions initiated in the forums is continuing through the
brokering work of the UN Regional Centre for Expertise in Education for Sustainable
Development, Greater Western Sydney (RCE GWS). The system of United Nations Centres
around the world is intended to build connections between local sustainability initiatives
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across a region and to connect regions around the world to gain greater momentum for
transformative change.
The whole process of the community forums was as important as the outcomes in terms
of understanding how to recruit community members to engage in identifying places that
matter to them and what support might be needed to look after them. The framework
of place was found to be crucial and the way that the framework operated as a model for
developing the community forums was refined to reflect the nature of local communities. A
key aspect of this was the extent to which community sustainability networks and initiatives
already exist and the geographical extent of these networks. Stage 1 community educators,
for example, had more extensive networks over larger and more diverse geographic areas
and are a critical resource for building capacity to engage local community members in
looking after their local places.
The places that community members identified as significant and the community-based
projects developed through the forums exactly reflect the issues identified by the NSW
government in the 2021 regional plan:

 Manage river health: many participants identified attachment to the rivers and the
ecological systems surround the rivers and river health. Several projects have been
developed in relation to river health.

 Limit the impacts of urban development on the environment: projects have been
developed or are developing focussing on protecting remaining wilderness areas and
reducing the impact of urban development on riparian zone of rivers.

 Protect wildlife: specific projects have been developed in relation to protection of bird
habitat; the riparian zone of the rivers to protect platypus and bass fishing grounds.

 Increase green skills education and training opportunities: education was found
to be the greatest need and was the only need that participants expressed in relation
to looking after their local places. Community-based education projects have been
developed through the Simply Living project and the Community Gardens cooking
project.

 Improve strategic planning to protect valuable agricultural land: while the scope
of this is beyond the brief of local community groups, community members identified
political action as an important tool. They have also initiated discussions and projects
in relation to supporting new forms of agricultural activities to change the way land is
valued and used.

Conclusion and recommendations
The Our Place Western Sydney Stage 2: Community project met its aims of recruiting
community members to engage in community forums to identify the places that matter
to them and the needs they have in relation to looking after their local places. Community
members identified immediate local places, regional places and global place connections
that mattered to them. They interestingly focused on what community members in general
need to do to look after these places and what the places themselves need in order to be
cared for. Education for all ages and at all levels was identified as the one common and
abiding need across all groups in terms of looking after local places.
The development of collaborative projects enabled community members to enact their
specific needs in relation to looking after their local places and the large number of projects
initially proposed is evident of the range of needs. These were framed in terms of small
amounts of project funding but also the need for networking and support of both experts
and volunteers.

Education for all ages
and at all levels was
identified as the one
common and abiding
need across all groups
in terms of looking
after local places.

The basic model was found to be successful however, ongoing evaluation and refinement
of the model for use in other places was carried out throughout the project. The methods
of recruitment were modified in the mid west community forum for areas where there
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is little established community activity and interest in sustainability and environmental
initiatives. The timing, venue and form of the community forums was also adapted
according to the nature of the communities with significant differences between outer rural
and wilderness areas, peri-urban areas, and urban areas with high migrant populations.
The process of Open Space Technology was uniformly successful in forming collaborative
projects, however the support required for community-based project development
extended way beyond the scope of the Our Place project in all cases.

Recommendations
1. The provision of resources, education and support for the development of small
community based projects
A key recommendation of the project is that the development of small collaborative
projects is a key to building grass roots community engagement in looking after
local places, however, resources, support and education are required for community
members to engage successfully in these projects for the long term benefit of
community and environment.

2. The evaluation of community-based projects for short term, medium term and long
term outcomes
All of the community-based projects generated through Our Place, Western Sydney are
currently in process with some significant potential outcomes in terms of community
engagement and ownership in the enactment of their vision for environmental and
social sustainability. A planned process of evaluation is required to assess the short,
medium and long term outcomes of these project.

3. The evaluation of the model itself will need to be carried out once it has been
implemented across a number of regions
Currently the development and trial of the model is completed in Western Sydney, is
nearly finished in the Hunter Region and is in process in the southern Murray-Darling
Basin. These three regions will constitute a significant trial of the model to assess its
usefulness for state-wide implementation.
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APPENDIX 1:
Example program, outer west community forum
Time
9.30 – 10am

Arrive
Registration
Morning tea

10 – 10.10am

Introduction to Our Place project

Morning session

Group workshops – storytelling

10.10 – 11.10am

What is my local place?
Group (table) discussion

11.10 – 11.40am

How can we help you to look after your local place?
Group (table) discussion

11.40am – 12.10pm

What does this all mean?
Whole of group discussion

12.10 – 12.15pm

Brief outline to afternoon program

12.15 – 1.00pm

Lunch

Afternoon session

Open Space Technology

1 – 1.10pm

The context for Action (project) planning

1.10 – 1.30pm

Raising of projects
Creating the bulletin board and opening the market place

1.30 – 2.30pm

Project conversations
Parallel break-out sessions

2.30 – 2.45pm

Projects report back
Whole group session on projects – Where to from here?

2.45 – 3.15pm

Closing circle of OST
Whole group session – reflecting and evaluating the whole day

3.15pm – 3.30pm

Close of forum
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APPENDIX 2:
Open Space Technology Process

Quick Guide to Open Space Technology
Open Space Technology was founded by Harrison Owen in 1983. Passion and responsibility
are at the heart of Open Space Technology. Passion and responsibility are also the two
keys to any successful meeting. Without passion, enthusiasm for an idea will soon wane,
and without responsibility, there is risk that the ideas will never move forward. Used the
world over, Open Space Technology is exceptionally suited to complex problems requiring
innovation, problem solving, creativity, teamwork, and rapid change.
Open Space Technology is appropriate for
any organisational or business situation in
which there is:

 A real issue of concern
 Diversity of players

Open Space Technology is not
appropriate when:

 Specific outcomes are predetermined
 Existing leadership is not willing to
make changes as a result of an event

 Complexity of elements
 Presence of passion (conflict is an
element of passion)

 Decision time is now
Some key preparations for Open Space Technology include:

 Articulating the theme or question that reveals the real issue of concern
 Sending out the invitation with the theme
 Making time: At a minimum Open Space Technology requires a half-day
 Making space: Venue preparations:
• A circle of chairs, no tables
• Plenty of wall space for the emerging market place of topics raised by participants in
response to the invitation

• Spaces for break-out sessions
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APPENDIX 3:
Action Template

Criteria for Seed Funding
The objectives of the Our Place – Western Sydney project are:

 To develop local visions that incorporate environmental dimensions in a range of issues
that matter to people;

 To increase knowledge and understanding of participants about the local environment.
In particular, soil, air quality, biodiversity etc. and the quality of life in the place where
they live;

 To establish and/or strengthen local networks and partnerships among local groups/
community organisations and/or with OEH/ other government agencies; and,

 To identify, promote and increase ways that community members can be involved
in local sustainability activities, projects, clubs and community groups. This includes
involvement of CALD communities, new arrivals, businesses, Aboriginal communities
and schools.
Through the community forums the project will provide interest groups with the opportunity
to apply for seed funding, and support to establish projects. Each group will be required to
complete the project proposal form, supplied at the community forum they attended.
The criteria for applying for the funding are outlined here. The proposed project should meet
the following criteria:

1. Proven environmental and educational needs and tangible environmental, social and/or
cultural benefits;

2. Provision of activities which will encourage community enjoyment, and appreciation of
the natural or human environment;

3. Must be consistent with the Our Place – Western Sydney objectives (outlined above);
4. Efficiency (value for money) and effectiveness; and,
5. Appropriateness of project to address the stated environmental and educational needs
Each proposed project will be evaluated by a panel of 4 individuals. The panel will review
each application using the project objectives as well as the funding criteria.
Preference for collaborative projects.
Apply by 20th June with a response by the 27th June.
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Our Place Greater Western Sydney
Seed Funding Proposal Form
SECTION A

CONTACT DETAILS

Organisation /s

Contact Number/s

Contact name/s
Email Address
PROJECT DETAILS
Project Title:
Brief Description:

MILESTONE

DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBILITY

NOTE: Applications must be submitted by COB 30 June with a response by 31 July 2013. Projects need to commence by the
end of February. Funds must be dispersed and a brief final report provided to UWS on achievements/progress by December
2013.
SECTION B

OFFICE ADMINISTRATION

PROJECT PANEL REVIEW COMMENTS

YES

Signatures
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NO

